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Jim Willems : 
 

Ah David 

For me always Vav, and I to him Yod.  In a conversation which began in the 70's with Tree while 

I edited Isthmus.  I would take a bus to Richmond, and Tina would pick me up. (David didn't 

drive.)  I would eat dinner and stay up to really late, sleeping in a guest bedroom on a single bed. 

 So many poems in that period. David was approaching and was approached 

by Black Sparrow. They did lovely book of his poems. Tree published Opening the Cube which 

was a book of my Kabbalah poems. Isthmus devoted its third issue to the poetry of Meltzer, 

Hirschman and John Brandi. Sometimes Tina would sing to David's guitar.  Once we listened to 

the Vanguard recording of their The Serpent Power.  Very important times for me.  David and I 

both half breeds, not Jewish on both sides.  David an intellectual omnivore: introducing me to 

new wines, to emerging jazz folk, to his wonderful daughters, and eventually to Adam the son. 

We were both affected with weird illnesses, of which he eventually died. Tina died of cancer. 

Ten surgeries and cancer later I am still here. David the close companion, friend, teacher, 

comrade and wise one all in one.   I miss you. Deeply. Yes, David. Always. 

 

Nicholas James Whittington :  

 

THE POEMS ARE A PARENTHOOD 

                                                                         for David Meltzer 

 

around the corner lurk specters of our own removes 

                                           from the old men the elders 

                                           and from the young 

                                                              babbling  

                                                              in their inimitable way 

 

about the only things that matter 

sleeping eating and getting clean 



after eliminating all the toxic and wasteful logic of late 

nightlives and day jobs we’ve moved on from 

 

we arrange the plates knives pillows tinder  

as to appropriate danger  

                                              and enable          

                                              a fulsome growth 

 

but the fasteners seldom hold 

and their fascinations outmuscle us 

no matter how we align ourselves 

in this moment 

 

                                all the steps we’ve taken 

                                have been taken from us 

 

the paths are slippery with shadows 

unanticipated roots & vines like tethers 

our minds neither prophesize  

nor understand  

 

Lew Welch : 

 

Say, Dave, did I ever tell you my definition of fame? It’s when people know you that you don’t 

know. 

(as reported by Meltzer in Rock Tao) 

 

 



Edwin Forrest Ward and Marcia Diane Ward : 

 

Before my wife Marcia and I ever discovered The Temple of Man, years before we were 

ordained, I (Ed) knew about David Meltzer. His book, The Journal of The Birth, a Xerox copy of 

its pages, had found its way into our hands via an on-the-downlow midwife. Its simple 

profundity encouraged us to seek home births for our children, a not so easy task in the early 

eighties as the laws of Colorado did not sanction midwifery at that time. Of course, having  

pursued the poet’s path since high school, I also knew something of David’s poetry and his status 

in the world of poets. Larry Lake of Denver’s Bowery Press had taken it upon himself to educate 

me further about the Venice/San Francisco poetry scenes. Still, it must be said that it was 

David’s real world record of the birth that pushed us - beyond ever turning back - to seek 

outsider higher consciousness. Eventually both Marcia and were ordained in the Temple of Man, 

and hence we came to meet David in person at the memorial for Tony Scibella twenty some 

years after the birth of our first son. Lucky, lucky us! 

 

Sunnylyn Thibodeaux : 

 

What Better Time to Open Up the Zohar? 

                                           for David Meltzer 

  

Lorca’s in the tub singing 

about the rescue of America 

in some gospel sounding croak 

I’m staring at the framed Berman 

image for Luna’s cover recalling how 

it functioned as some sort of 12-step 

program’s guide during a bad run 

The way you chuckled with sincerity 

and good tales of the bad runs 

of famed poets. Spinning 



the light to ensure I knew I was 

in good company. I’d give a left 

just to be Lamantia hiding from you 

on the other side of the street 

It would ensure that you’re still here 

and I could tell you of Lorca’s songs 

and how she views the world exactly 

the way you would’ve taught her to 

 

Tate Swindell : 

 

Surfing Sunrise, Sunset 

                                                for David Meltzer 12/16/17 

 

Pomes  

     come and go 

            in an instant 

 

             

               fly by  

 

           run off  

 

with  

the same 

       breath 

        of wind 

 

 

but they  



are never 

truly 

      GONE 

 

these are waves 

      DIG! 

 

you might  

         not catch 

      the first one 

        that rolls thru 

        

or the next 

 

or the next 

  

or the one 

          after that 

 

but  

 weightlessness        is  bliss 

 

 

Take as many  

 

DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP  

 

breaths 

     as you can  

 

while  



     Surfing  

    Sunrise 

                Sunset 

 

Moonrise        

  Moonset 

 

 

and some  

  afternoons  

      in between 

 

Cedar Sigo : 

 

Like Someone in Love: Late Night Thoughts for David Meltzer 

 

 

“Why does everyone die 

just 

when we got to know each other 

 

all of me why not 

take all of me” 

 

                            from No Eyes: Lester Young 

\\\ 

 

What I seemed to have in common with David Meltzer was a deep love of the American 

Songbook meaning Cole Porter, Duke Ellington, Johnny Mercer, Harold Arlen, Irving Berlin, 

Gershwin of course and within that cosmos our old engraved jewels of songs, personal favorites 

which we would indicate to each other over time. We would discuss how That’s All as sung by 

June Christy is in fact an entirely different song after Dinah Washington gets inside of it, 

whether live on stage or within the studio. It is the same with poets, we are constantly turned on 



by and so rewriting each other’s changes. The lyrics from this collective American Songbook 

were just as smooth and collapsible as the ghost of the melody and would provoke (hopefully) a 

long chase through the night 

 

“Smoking, drinking, never thinking/ of tomorrow/ nonchalant/ diamonds shining/ dancing,  

dining/ with some man in a restaurant/ is that all you really want?”  

– Billy Strayhorn  

 

I think David could sense that I knew both the music and lyrics by heart and also where they 

might need to break apart, time and time again. 

 

His charming patter between poems was always the first thing I flashed on the morning after his 

readings. Proof that you could really be yourself on stage was extremely helpful. Performance 

can become so deluded when you think you are setting up a clever trap for the audience in 

advance of your voice. But there were no tricks like this needed with David. He played his tune, 

cuing us all slightly as to when it might change. He would attempt to connect that space between 

lines and let you hang there, it was mostly about making the reading a multidimensional 

experience. It was like gathering to hear winter stories in the long-house. There was something 

shamanistic about him, a word which has almost been drained of its ceremonial urgency. The 

mere memory of David helps to restore its meaning actually.   

 

\\\ 

 

We never studied together formally, looking back now, that is one of the few regrets of my life. I 

would always hand off extra copies of my early books to Micah Ballard each inscribed in 

advance to Meltzer. Of all of the ‘Bolinas’ poets that moved in and out of New College in the 

early 2000’s David seemed to me the most ageless, possessed of a glimmering youth that went 

beyond body, a purely physic space. How remarkable that he would meet us on equal ground 

time and time again, even after years of encountering thirsty poets.  

 



Micah and I once hung a tiny show of David’s collages at the Lew Gallery, which doubled as 

Micah’s office just off of Valencia St. We would unscrew the office door from its hinges to 

indicate when this transformation had occurred. The door itself was a wonderful welcoming 

work. I remember at David’s opening that we smoked hash while sliding further down upon the 

cool tile floors and through it all David’s voice right there, coaching us while also allowing for 

bliss.  

 

\\\ 

 

I always loved that one of his later pamphlets was titled Stuntman. He had the best way of 

kidding himself, somewhat ruthlessly but always bringing down the house around him. He would 

give almost anything for a laugh, an easy way out. Someone needs to put his chronology down 

for poets of the future to study and enjoy. His story moves from NY to LA to SF to Bolinas to 

England to Richmond, then of course each individual collection of poems has a bundle of stories 

attached. He was also a great editor of anthologies on Birth, Death, Jazz, The Kabbalah. I am 

also dying to get my hands on more issues of Tree, his alchemical magazine and press. This is 

only a glossing, a smash and grab from the several arcs within his story 

 

\\\ 

 

The Dark Continent  

Ragas 

Semina VI (the clown) 

 

    “the Center  

Peg of Circus 

with Barnum’s elephants 

& Ringling’s floats. A matter of mask & 

                            instant. There are no statues 

                                       of clowns.” 

 

A million Selected Poems 

Six, Arrows, Tens? 

 



David’s Copy  

 

which always  

came inscribed  

with the marble  

faces of gods 

                          

\\\ 

 

On the day David passed I was writing a short introduction for a limited-edition Selected Works 

with the artist Frank Haines. Rereading it now the intro was clearly an occasion to write through 

the mythic qualities of David’s life, the particles left charged in his poems as well as his affection 

for teachers like Robert Duncan. I will close with the last paragraph from that piece: 

 

“I try and find new ways of brooking the rush until it begins to flow. The lines in the tide brush 

up against one another, they pinpoint the intrigue like a soundtrack for film, release of trap doors, 

the cutting of strings, no beginning or end in a realm that exists…. I can’t deny this sensation nor 

ever totally grasp it. The poem has its own existence.” 

 

Collin Schuster : 

 

VARNISH FOR GLOVES, 

            SHADOWS FOR SWAG 

 

Rebecca West and H. G. Wells.  

Correspondents in the pure jaguar.  

Yellow for morning glories. 

Smoking oil for hops. 

David Meltzer. 

When I was a poet. 

Bee swag reflector tomatoes. 

Owl in Paul's garden. 

Blistered skin 



          hummingbirds hibernate 

old conversation 

In the same salted ancient night 

 

Michael Rothenberg : 

 

ELEPHANT ON THE ROAD FOR DAVID MELTZER 

 

A miniature life hangs from my neck 

It could be a bull in a China shop or Ganesh  

carried across the world. I will follow you there  

and back, David, if you don’t mind a little  

death in the accompanying vapor 

 

A bandoneón stretches over the horizon 

A tango, secret life of dust 

The jazz tradition and the tradition it defies 

We’re going there now because we must 

 

Tilting at windmills in the solar age 

How could I confuse you with the last beat crusade? 

With your new-worn beard, Fu-Manchu,  

cherub face, and all those sticks and legs  

and wheels you’ve got going on for you  

as you amble around poetry? 

 

It’s another kind of machinery that drops me  

on the stage, explains it all away. With you I have  

joined a Kabbalistic parade. Along with  

the 23 year old alcoholic Iraqi vet, with skin cancer,  

memory loss, and post-traumatic stress syndrome  



who wants to be a writer. We’re on a jet plane together 

On our way back home to Oakland from Victoria, BC  

You’re high on pills and wine. You tell him  

he must write it all down. The apocalypse,  

so he doesn’t forget what hurt him so badly 

Write it down on those scraps of paper he hordes,  

the ones he stuffs in his civilian coat pockets 

The bloody fragments he can’t throw away,  

trying to hold it all together 

 

We go on. We go on. And the fuzzy ball of a dog 

Your mangy totem barks at your heels, licks your face 

Listens for his Master’s Voice. Is that you, David? 

Flight delayed. Caught in a tornado in Kansas 

A thunderstorm in Oklahoma. A black hole in Utah. . . 

 

Remember that beautiful white town in the mountains  

where you spoke about the beginning and end  

with all the other great elephants on the verge of extinction 

How you’ve been herded under the Beat banner  

to convince the natives you are not a total lunatic? 

 

Ah! Those gray-haired ladies adored you. Bark!  

Here comes Ziggy, our mascot with his fuzzy balls  

and pink nose. Our totem bliss. . . 

 

Unable to rest, rushing to Sabbath, rushing to gig  

A jazz mitzvah on high-wire, wired on the street  

outside the sushi restaurant saturated in sake and hemp,  

you want to keep partying until dawn 

but we’ve got a plane to catch, David, another mission  



to make. That province by the bayou awaits  

your singular breath, let’s go 

 

Trombones, accordions, fiddles and clarinets. . . 

 

In New Orleans they don’t who you are there,  

so they don’t think about you, but we’re making you known 

Gnarly hands on the frets. That giant shoe 

Your clear young voice in old chords streaming through  

a cosmos of pick-up sticks. Let’s go, let’s go, David 

Let’s pick it up from here. 

 

   2009-2017 

 

 

Jerome Rothenberg : 

 

No man is an Iland, intire of itselfe; every man 

is a peece of the Continent, a part of the maine; 

if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe 

is the lesse, as well as if a Promontorie were, as 

well as if a Manor of thy friends or of thine 

owne were; any mans death diminishes me, 

because I am involved in Mankinde; 

And therefore never send to know for whom 

the bell tolls; It tolls for thee. 

           -  MEDITATION XVII, Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, John Donne 

 

David Meltzer came into poetry, as I and many of us did, when he was very young, and now that 

his life of poetry and so much else has ended, I feel the loss and how it diminishes me and all of 



us who knew and loved him.  The John Donne poem with which I opened this was familiar to 

both of us from our first years as poets, and when we first met, there was an instant recognition 

and delight to recall how young we both were when we declared ourselves as poets.   

I didn’t know David in his first public days as a poet – the youngest of those whom Don Allen 

brought into the New American poetry – but when we met, the thrill of finding him for me was 

instantaneous: a still young poet (a few years younger than I was) who had started to deliver on 

his teenage dream, to write “a poem (or history) of everything.”  I mean that David was already 

into it: a grand ambition delivered by a man of modest posture, open to hidden worlds but also to 

the mundane world around us, that “most familiar world,” Charles Olson wrote, from which we 

are so often and so tragically “estranged.”   

 

Our initial meeting must have been around 1971, when Diane and I came to San Diego for two 

or three months and traveled up to the Bay Area, to San Francisco, and were able for the first 

time to meet and spend time with David and others here and in Bolinas where he was then living.  

If poetry was a crucial part of what brought us together, family was as well, the warmth we felt 

in the presence of him and Tina and their children, and that was something that continued as long 

as we knew him, past Tina’s death and his later years with Julie Rogers.   

 

When I had the good fortune to write the pre-face for David’s Copy, his selected poems, in 2005, 

I recalled the revelation that came to me with the publication in the 1970s of his poem “The 

Golem Wheel,” with the opening line of one stanza “The Jew in me is the ghost of me,” which I 

read with a sense of wonder & recognition and was thereby smitten.  I mention this as a 

recollection of my own very personal discovery of David and the realization that he was, like any 

major artist, building a special world: a meltzer-universe in this case that spoke to some of us in 

terms of our own works & aspirations.  His pursuit of origins of all sorts (let me stress the “all”) 

was otherwise relentless — not only in his poems but with a magazine & a press that also took as 

their point of departure or entry the hidden worlds of Jewish kabbalists & mystics, and sped 

around the world from there. That magazine, called Tree (etz hayyim, the tree of life, in Hebrew), 

was connected as well to a series of anthologies of his devising (Birth; Death; The Secret 

Garden: An Anthology of the Kabbalah), alongside chronicles of jazz writing and jazz reading 



and of poetry — Beat and other — that had emerged or was emerging from the place in 

California where he lived and worked. 

 

* * * 

 

TENS, FOR DAVID MELTZER 

  

Ten riches. 

Ten fountains. 

Ten wrestlings. 

Ten cities. 

Ten wonders. 

Ten hairs. 

Ten 

& ten. 

 

Rod Roland : 

 

Notes on Joy from a reading at City Lights Bookstore April 8, 2015 

  

Poets want things to start on time. Some don’t want to keep you from your life. David Meltzer is 

this way. After the reading I go to Specs for a little party to celebrate the re-release of Two-Way 

Mirror. Garrett went to a dinner and said he’d come back. I order a Budweiser and find a seat in 

the back next to two tables with checkered tablecloths. There is food behind them and every 

chair is filled. Jack Hirschman is holding court and snacking under his mustache. I roll a spliff 

and get stoned out front. I eye the food until I can’t take it any longer and rush forward to fill a 

plate with olives, finger sandwiches, chips and hummus. On my fourth trip back I notice a 

woman I’ve seen there before scowl at my healthy appetite. I wait for David to come it’s been at 

least an hour. I have no desire to talk to Jack although maybe I should. David finally shows up 

and sits at Jack’s table. It’s loud everyone talks over everyone else. I see David listening but I’m 

sure he can’t hear. He said Jack Spicer was an important local poet during the reading. He said to 



visit your local poet. And the door may shut in your face. A few words: a devil not a man, 

custard pie and memory lotus. What is joy but words in my head repeating. Poems I wish I’d 

written. An escape, an invoice, an index for my children. I didn’t realize I had a way about me. I 

didn’t care about the reasons why. I am certain that the necessary joy helps David’s 

investigation. Having to do with the effects of a slowing spectator. Revitalization of the chimera. 

It seems so, at least: and so the winter remains the creative intellectual season.  

 

Julie Rogers :  

 

Seeing Stars          for David 

 

I love you with all 

the days and nights 

I have been alone 

in the toss of dreams 

and wake to find you 

suddenly, man, child, twin 

beast feasting on contact,  

master of words, disciple 

of the heart, air of wonder  

rushing to the edge  

of what is 

to look. Your heart is 

my long lost, your body 

the proof of life,  

your mind willing the unknown. 

Your mouth flies, torrents of birds 

sing to me, your lips my nest. 

I barely know you, I know you, 

I don’t know anything,  

I know more  



will come. We have both 

known emptiness, 

the wilds of solitude,  

its strange safety, its blunt face. 

We live in the house  

of the unexpected. The door 

does not close, the windows 

hold us with eager eyes 

opening. I see you, 

a tender blooming, 

a thick country of woods 

where I have searched 

to find you again. 

We are the sun and moon 

meeting in one sky. 

The day and the night pass 

and we do not notice.  

Between them we tremble 

like stars. 

 

your Jul                         

7-28-10 / 1 a.m. 

 

 

Onward          for David 

 

Finally nothing is final– 

photos taken, relics in books read 

& boxes stacked, words are bones 

you held up w/crutches, a way 

to touch ground. Mind’s wings 



flew you past us   still 

we can’t catch you 

ever skyward, answers 

floating your wild heart 

in clouds. One question: 

can you see the world 

holding your dear face 

in a two-way mirror 

where we look back 

sure you are here? 

Proof: the body departs 

but love lives everywhere. 

 

w/all my heart, Jul 

1-31-19, 1:00 a.m. 

two years & one month 

missing the Beloved 

2-17-37~12-31-16 

 

Jim Powell : 

 

One work of David Meltzer's I especially value is his interview with the key catalyst of 20th-

century San Francisco Bay region culture, Kenneth Rexroth.  Meltzer's interview is everywhere 

enabled and informed by his thorough rootedness in this culture and his deep rapport with 

Rexroth.  The result is an important permanent document in this embattled cultural history.   

 

* 

 

EXTRASENSORY 

 

Nearby 



at full dark 

howls prolonged 

till answered 

with bursts 

of barking, whines, 

stray yelps 

from receding 

distances 

intermittant 

crooning canine 

exchanges 

across an 

indeterminate 

radius 

the neighborhood 

chorus 

sustained  

on all sides 

through sporadic  

climaxes 

and lulls 

falters 

and for no  

reason 

discernible 

to human 

senses 

breaks off  

at last  

again 

quiet. 



 

 

Eugenia Hepworth Petty : 

 

                                                            bebop Desire  

                                                        & utopia A 

                                                     edges the aVenue w/ 

                                    chicks copping moonlIght at club alabam 

                                               lee youngs banD all big eyes  

                                                      &  black sMoke 

                                                                    pErfect in the junk light 

                                   brass wounds sing it aLl 

          Through 

       jaZz  

         tEll 

     eveRything  

 

 

Kevin Opstedal :  

 

Repeater Pencil 

 

The last time I spoke with David Meltzer we talked about Lester Young. I mentioned an 

interview with Prez that I’d read years before. It was in a book of essays and interviews with jazz 

legends, but I don’t remember the title. What I do remember is that the interview was conducted 

in Lester’s apartment in NYC sometime in the 1950s. The description of the apartment was 

rather bleak & dismal as I recall, highlighted by the detail that lined up along the base of the wall 

were many empty vodka bottles. Dead soldiers. Lester was playing Frank Sinatra records. At one 

point the interviewer said that he had listened to Lester’s solos on numerous takes of the same 

tune during a single recording session, & he asked Prez how was it possible that he could 



improvise such distinctively different solos one right after the other. Lester’s reply was brilliant, 

“I ain’t no repeater pencil”. David got a laugh out of that, and though I didn’t think of it at the 

time, I realized later that David wasn’t a repeater pencil either. 

 

Joseph Noble : 

 

Sonnet for David 

 

as eyes that know 

blink seeds into petals 

pedal point sounds sight 

 

palpitant raiment in the bones 

has no eyes for lies 

 

to hear is to see 

hearsay ear sing 

upper limit where no limit sounds 

 

face to not see but face 

to not face but hear 

between the lines 

 

angel ears no lie 

angel eyes in the spaces 

peer ears hear here 

 



Ryan Newton : 

 

Volare  

       for the Maestro 

 

 ‘77 Lionel Hampton      Earl “Fatha” Hines    &  Mingus  on Tobacco Road  

    

Eerie vibrating 

      

  Trembling hand perfection  

           

 Exoplanets saying bracelet  

    

Happy checkers 

       

Contour legacy 

        

   Mobile cave 

          

Toxic flam 

 

      Predictive text  

       

Scroll professor 

 

  Queuing with your Poet family 

 

Luna straights  

  

Lucky Strike canals  



 

  Sinuous rille  

 

    Mare Imbrium 

             Candied Bluets 

           Oboist solo 

           

                  

          4~4~19 

 

 

Jeffrey Joe Nelson : 

 

Hardly in the Middle of the Day 

                               for David Meltzer,  who done shown "a" way, round the pome box 

   

Last year at this time we were engaged in a large party, friends, neighbors, co-workers, friends of 

friends all ringing out & in the years. This year just the three of us, some bubbly & the couch. 

  

Dad sounded drunk on the phone, unusual for him, but it is New Years Eve. 

  

I didn’t marry a witch, exactly, tho, she did keep a length of rope beneath her pillow. 

  

Champagne gives me a hangover before we’ve even finished the bottle. 

  

What am I spoiling? I’m not sure why my ex-wife gave me a look between cross & foreboding 

when she picked up our daughter. 

  

I was born right outside a broad – my mother. She is quite wonderful. I recall how frightened she 

was when I drove her around looking for our dog, Teddy, who’d run away. I was going as easy 

as I could on the gas of the sky blue ’64 Chevy Malibu I drove in high school. I couldn’t stop 



laughing – she looked so horrified, all the LSD washing through my system helped make even 

the direst of circumstances more interesting than they were. 

  

How to explain it? Don’t. “Now things are happening because you are alive & not stuck in time.” 

Thank you Richard Maxwell. 

  

No wives are changing place here & no jobs as far as I know. It’s true, the secret language of 

film is illusion, tho, that’s often the case for memory as well. What I choose to remember. All 

those car chases down country roads fleeing the cops whom often caught up with me sooner or 

later. 

  

Often, I begin winding down around midnight and in another two hours my eyelids begin to 

grow heavy. Turn the Christmas tree lights off. Soften the mood. Send out a memo: I’ll be there 

waiting for you if you’re waiting there for me. 

  

Someone just butt dialed me. We get one end when we expect another. 

  

Driving my daughter to the Atlantic yards I’m struck by how many new buildings have gone up 

this year along Fulton street. It looks the same as yesterday, she tells me.   

  

I hope everyone on the West Coast is listening to the fireworks going off in my heart back East. 

  

To regard the old with care & celebrate the new. 

  

It’s 2019, don’t bust, just yet – there’s a whole ‘nother year out there 

Waiting for your mouth to open. 

 

Not so wide, keep some of those teeth 

On the inside.  

 

 



Jason Morris : 

 

For David, a little way out 

 

After you died, Death 

Washed up on the shores 

Of the bar on Haight St. this 

Morning. It seemed like 

Your sense of humor, that 

Near-life experience 

To receive it & think of course 

Of you (generous, lucid & wise 

Anthology of ancient songs 

Spanning continents & cultures) 

&, tightrope walker, javelin in hands, 

Cross the expanse of mundane 

Interruptions, even enjoying the view 

To encounter the astonishing last few  

Words—Who was born? Who died? What 

Luck. In this room you're still very much 

Alive, at the center of everything  

I can see right now 

 

10 III 17 

 

Jackson Meazle :  

 

David Meltzer was an outsider. Sometime in San Francisco, Rod Roland and I put a poem of his 

in a bootleg anthology we published of poets that we thought were unjustly left out of 

Postmodern American Poetry. We were in school and just looking for something to do. I 



remember Joanne Kyger wasn’t mentioned in that book either. But we put all those remembered 

but “forgotten” Bolinas poets in there. I don’t know if David or Joanne knew at the time. Doesn’t 

matter now. 

 

When I think of David, I think of music, but like I’ve never known great music all that 

personally. I didn’t know David except to hear him at a reading or see him after a reading in a 

bar in North Beach, Glen Park, or the Mission. I maybe talked to him twice, smoking cigarettes. I 

told him I admired him the first time awkwardly. The next time was after he had read a chapbook 

of mine. Obviously from the email he sent me (not sure how he got my email address), he had 

read and possibly enjoyed the book:  

 

“Jackson -- Cedar gave me a copy of yr recent collection & I want to tell you how delighted I 

was by it, the persona & breezy riffy tone underlying deep thoughts & observation.  Thank you!” 

 

I love how he said “riffy,” obviously. David was pretty riffy himself. Folk music is very riff 

based, like most music. But I think of David playing acoustic music, where you’ve got guitars 

and mandolins and hammered dulcimers. Very loud quietude. That Vanguard record he and the 

Serpent Power made is pretty awesome. Who else do you know had a record out on Vanguard in 

the ‘60s? 

 

Around the time David passed away, I was living in my home state of Arkansas. I was far away 

from San Francisco at my uncle’s oak desk trying to write a poem, when I got a call that David 

had passed away. I had to turn the music down on the record player to receive the news. The 

music was some unrememberable song by a 60’s cheese-folk band called the Streetlight Singers, 

I think. About the time I was off the phone, I turned up the same record and was surprised by this 

incredible version of “Old Time Religion.” My memory barely serves me well, but I can almost 

swear one of the verses went: 

 

“If it was good enough for David, 

 if it was good enough for David, 

 if it was good enough for David, 



 then it was good enough for me.” 

 

Usually that verse mentions the apostle Peter, “if it was good enough for Peter,” etc. I like it with 

David better. David was into the spiritual side of life, you can tell by the poems. It’s obvious to 

anyone who knows his poems why “Old Time Religion” makes sense.  The Oldest. So, I had to 

go write him a damn poem. 

 

Old Time Religion 

     for David Meltzer 

 

 

   “It’s forever” is a superficial 

   estimation, it’s always night 

   again in ecstasy crystal, it’s 

   damned if I do, damned 

   if I don’t with you. Just write 

   the poem with a conventional 

   ear, the heart of the turkey, 

   light pummeled into coal country. 

   Instead we sell every last hand- 

   off, a market fair by surprise 

   full of fan mail, frank 

   letters, and crank calls. Someone 

   stuck up a convenient store 

   in the Fillmore because they read 

   the same thing I had read. 

   In my defense, I have many 

   a confused dream. No one else 

   drinks this disgusting Fernet 

   like primitive man don’t know 

   the difference between an ice 



   storm and a poisonous red berry, 

   back when he was not guilty 

   of everything. Plants have 

   traditionally had to work harder, 

   but they will not take your name 

   or engagement ring. Most famous 

   petal on the rose the flower, 

   the one you gave all the poets 

   at a time they were going blind 

   through the verses. One 

   compared flowers to sinful women, 

   one a breeze to morning’s armpit. 

   Your suit was a dear one. 

   Your most impressive sonnet 

   was a sandwich written to the side 

   of the playground, among riffage 

   and other purply wood flowers, 

   freely sealed with the nauseous 

   sugary spit of Andalusian poets 

   who died young. I see a hand, a 

   mark out here dark all alone. 

   The finished product of the brew- 

   er’s art. The new raw north 

   blue mountain velvet. The farewell 

   blues aren’t big on words. Forever 

   run around Memphis at heart’s decline. 

 



Steven Manual : 

 

Dunagan: 

 

     I saw your Meltzer summons.     I wanted to send something, but honestly don't feel it's my 

place.  I don't know the work well enough.  I should, and will at some point.  But I'll leave it to 

my betters for now. 

 

And anyway, I've been so distracted [ / detained ] by recent circumstances that not much gets 

done anyway.   I just moved from my grandmother's--a grueling half year with an 82 year old--

into an apartment with my brother (gone now on work in Florida).   Tiny place, one bedroom, a 

space for a couch, bath and shower.  $810 a month in a market (Asheville) that tourists have 

inflated to absurd rates.  No heat, no air, etc.  I don't mind it.  I'm just glad to be fucking 

extricated.   Tired of being monitored by family.  Tired of being monitored also by the 

government, --probation ends in May.  Trekking a few more months with my name on file.          

   This whole past year and half has been a shit show.       Glad to be on the exiting side of things. 

 

Sitting among too many books in this place.  Nowhere to put them.  Gil Ott, Compact OEDs, 

Onians, Ginsberg, Sobin, Olson, etc.   My brother said I should sell some of them that I can pick 

up later--common editions.  I have a whole thousand more books or so at my dad's and 

grandmother's in storage.   Hope to one day set up a three-story Duncan/Jess house.     Earl Hines 

playing on record player.               Despite the clutter and "no need" of more books I bought 

another today--one dollar Devin Johnston Far-Fetched.   The largest public library here has a 

used book store where they put their discards.  That was in there.  Throw away one of the only 

good books you have and stock the fuck out of Tom Clancy.      Sickening shit.    

 

My apartment is surrounded by three children's playgrounds.  Which would seem to be an 

annoyance but is not--I wake everyday to the voices of children playing.  Distant sounds of 

them.   I've been reading at random in the HD Bk, coming on those late (maybe the last) 

chapter(s) on Freud--play, etc.              Child Creator of the Universe playing with the letters of 

the alphabet 



 

Realized (my Greek professor--who is about as intelligent about the language as anyone you'd 

ever meet--did not know this) on looking that Duncan's Syntax--trace it back, is not in Homer.      

Homer uses STELLO or STEICHO.    (Thus far in my investigation; though fairly certain: 

several commentators call TASSO (verb root of TAXIS) "Attic," and the earliest instances I see 

are in Aeschylus).      TAG is the root of that verb, Indo-European.  TAG (also: play), but why 

did this not enter until after Homer?         There's probably literature on this / scholarly work.      

Migrations?  Don't know.       But loved the motion of me seeing "syntax" in "Major Mover," and 

in the HD Bk's play (I went off from the idea of the "appointment" of the poet, the HOUR[see 

afootenotebelow]), then coming on the two connecting: taxis, tag, play.  A game of tag as syntax, 

order.   

 

Footnote:  In the OED I found under gift ("The HOUR is the gift" Duncan says), the Dutch 

version, same root, is gift / gif: meaning "poison, venom, toxin"--which sent me back to Tom 

Meyer's gnomic saying years ago, "The job of the poet is to process toxins", whence I got the 

poem 

 

Intoxicate 

means to 

 

eat the Quiver. 

 

toxa being arrow, quiver, etc. in Greek.   

 

How are you / what's going on / etc? 

 

Sorry to be so long scatteredly out of touch.   I have been in HELL the past year.      

 

Also: if le bonheur is, as Duncan says, always the great gift, the material to be worked, etc., the 

hour always the gift, properly used, then is every deal of the tarot also a good deal?  good 

sentence?          This was another several hours' path going through the Waite-Ride deck, trying 



to arrange the etymology beside the tarot and Yeats' phases, along with some stuff from Olson, 

Onians, and others.   

 

How does Mallarme's Apres-midi d'un faun relate to all of this?   I began translating it the other 

week just to get at the words.     (I did the same previously for some of Zukofsky's 80 Flowers: I 

translated those into Ancient Greek, just to try to investigate every etymological and SENSIBLE 

path of every word, and it wasn't worth any sort of publication, but it certainly CLARIFIED 

things; I'd suggest to college courses: if you're going to teach this poem (or any, maybe, but esp 

those that are the most "enigmatic"), have the student translate every word through all of its 

possible meanings and then choose a word 

 

same thing with Taggart: take a page, and try to order it in any other way.  If you can, how'd it 

go?  Better, worse?       (cp Creeley on LZ to Kenner: try to reset his lines, on the Nat'l Review 

thing)        I've tried it with Taggart.   You can't              I've been deep in Messiaen, Debussy, 

Taggart, Greek rhythms.     Permutations of meter, "rhythmic characters"--this stuff leads 

everywhere.    Messiaen is as exciting technically for me as no one else has been since I first 

encountered LZ.       I did a full metrical analysis (just a charting and then looking through the 

common forms) of Briggflatts.   Choriambs, cretics, dochmiacs, are all over.                    

 Messiaen and Taggart and Bunting have so much to say about the actual physical MATERIAL 

they're working with where others will defer to ideas or "themes" or whatever.       It can arrive, 

if you rely only on those vague terms (what is a "theme" to most 19 year old poets or 37 year old 

professors?  how mired is that term, for the latter, in theory; and how obscure, by initial practice, 

for the former), at a        mashy useless substance.         With Messiaen--despite what can seem, 

as in Debussy, the "impressionism" of it (that term's unusable anymore) to dull wits--the form is 

exact.        Same with Taggart.      If you read that Marvin Gaye poem, aloud, and don't stop, read 

it through, as a shorter example poem, I feel like the reader, potential poet (poet yet to know 

poethood is fact of the life) would clarify so much more than any vague theoretical application.    

I don't "feel" (I felt it: I read it myself; but I know this is true)        Eat some mushrooms (if you 

must) and listen to Tribute to Jack Johnson.   I know people who never knew music before that 

event--mushrooms + Miles Davis playing trumpet lonely on that last song--young people, 

younger than college age, etc.                                This is a RITUAL.                      ELEUSIS.        



  People couldn't say what they saw there in the old days not because they'd be killed, but 

because they'd deform what they saw by trying to communicate the singular--something beyond 

repetition; something that can't be "explained" beyond the actual feeling / participation--         I 

don't know who instituted that punishment (I should: I'm a Greek "scholar", but I can't think of it 

now).   But whoever did, knew the same horror I feel at seeing an ikon thrown to a hoard to be 

broken.  Throw Olson to these chumps.  They'll devour him because they are many and they 

savage the other.        

 

PERSEPHONE 

deserves better. 

 

Forgive the longwindedness 

 

 

Christopher Luna :  

 

GANESHA TWIRLS HIS STICKS 

For David Meltzer and Michael Rothenberg 

 

There is an elephant in the room 

slower than he once was 

but ready to rock and roll 

seated next to an apprentice 

with an endless font of compassion 

flowing forth from his heart 

 

perfectly complementary 

      they banter 

aware that there is nothing  

      but this breath 



      this moment 

      this laughter 

to stave off  

the inexorable slice 

of the scythe 

 

   Cover to Cover Books 

   Vancouver, WA  

   May 14, 2009 

 

Jessica Loos : 

 

The Bath 

 

alphabet museum that place you dig  

where one finds words letters on letters  

bold consonants secret vowels: A E I O 

U swing from brady bunch to be-bop 

Dalachinsky to Stravinsky  

Lester Prez to hip hop no eyes 

boom boom to Judy Bloom  

looney room two-way mirror clearer  

n' all the way back be do bop be do bop 

quick smooth scat B flat  dig 

be da boop be da boop be da boop  

gave you a valentine in your box 

next to mine     alphabetical order  

A B C D E F... 

la ma moop la ma moop 

every time I see you it read  



l want to give you a bath 

ooola sud oo la sud sud 

U saw me do it cat outta bag 

we made out in Specs  

with glasses of wine letters 

on letters in the alphabet museum 

that place you dig  l want a bath 

be da boop  

 

 

Marina Lazzara :  

 

Sun Dim Light 

 

 For David Meltzer   

 

1. 

 

I seal the secret of words five times 

and get away with it   

 

I slice the noon 

 

2. 

 

Organizing these stars into one bright dot of hot 

white light 

As simple as that 

 

   

A puzzle is at hand for the eyes 



 

There is no heaven unless we bury it 

 

 Unmotivated fat horn 

 Serenades branches in the park 

 

3. 

 

a nonsense best silent  

 

  as far as rocks go 

 

just best to plant 

 

 feet firmly in the troubles 

 

  of the earth, you say 

 

narrate as it soothes 

 

 

  *** 

 

 

melancholy sovereignty 

 

  weeps like a parable  

 

a truant handheld sun 



 

   the one like that lift 

                        

   all  

  together  

    now 

 

  we’re dying for 

 

 

4. 

 

The rower of a vast assembled boat 

 

I launch the ship 

  into the chaparral fires 

Emergency systems turn off 

 

Myths always have a golden tree 

 

Stunt men and drugged boats 

  dragging sands 

 

   and paper birds for the dogs 

 

 

5. 

 

the words like pressed flowers 

 

scream gorgeous, horrific laughter  



  their shapes flattened for love 

 

 

6. 

 

The lid pops off the kettle and most of the water falls into a cup. Spread all over the linoleum, a 

geography of boxes and bottle caps. The heated steam. The rain pours down with distortion. 

 

Not even the kids look up from their palms. Once witnesses to tiny people in the fields, their 

unreadable hand lines of fortune covered by device. The starlight is a book but the book is not a 

sun.  Always trying to reconfigure, rewire, pronounce.  

 

Swamp dredges the muck for lost vowels. Only letter after letter after dot after dot. Stuck in the 

mud. 

 

 

    Sun dim light down to love.  

 

    Look up to the sky” 

    looks down 

    like a  piece of paper.” 

 

 

7. 

 

I turn the rain away 

 

 pouncing on the page 

 

in symphony for 

 



 a sketch of the sun 

 

a place the mile high  

  

 Dracaena tips will burn 

 

 

8.  

 

the dream 

into the delirium of awakening 

 

I slice the noon and  

the dead begin to move  

beneath my feet  

slap stick cedar piles 

switch to heavy 

mirrors in the room 

 

My wrists tire 

I am older when we talk 

    yellowing philodendron leaves 

 

9. 

 

Don’t put the laptop on your knees  

When the landline rings it’s my mom  

 

The kid is sick 

Nothing knocks her out  

She coughs with the rain 



record breaking kind of rain 

  Flowering currants  

 

These days there’s no turning on 

turning off 

Is where it’s at  

J. plugs in I stand  

In the wind of the amplifier 

and get away with it for now 

 

These days  

 paper birds unfold from the dust 

 that circles in the midriff of my room  

 

I’m a looker outer  

 

Dear David 

 

 6 drops of yarrow for a slight fever. Sweat is a sign of cooling off 

 and also of intense opening. 

 

 

Carl Landauer : 

 

Should his poems be rolled up in scrolls 

Carried down the aisle to be kissed with tallised hands 

Or rolled out hither and thither 

On sidewalks in winter’s drizzle 

For dogs of all shapes and sizes to lap, 

Blurring ink into  



Rorschach tests of words? 

He asks what we know of the journey 

Of those who came before him  

Except baggage of old papers. 

But every gesture 

Even the flick of his wrist  

As he orders a twist 

Is deep in my memory 

As so many other gestures and quirks 

Are buried in minds of others 

And his words still fly out 

From remembered expressions 

And dance on the page  

Following every twist of his mind  

With its own saxophone riffs and 

Staccato flashes of  

Words. 

 

 

Sangye Land : 

 

Dear David,  

 

It’s been a little more than two years since you passed away, and I’ve missed you every day that 

you’ve been gone. I wonder where you are now, but I have to trust that your essential goodness 

and the blessings of the Buddhist lamas you met were the determining factors in your rebirth. 

When you met my mom and swept her off her feet, I wasn't expecting to love you myself, but 

from the moment I met you, I knew I’d found a kindred spirit. I could see how much you loved 

each other and you welcomed me into your heart with open arms. Through all the trials my life 

presented in the six and a half years we had together as a family, you never once wavered in your 



acceptance and support. As my stepfather, you were the dad I’d always longed for, and you were 

my treasured friend. Through countless phone calls and many hours of conversation, I grew to 

know, love and trust you. During the years I lived in Hawaii those phone calls saved my life, and 

our visits were something I could always look forward to (Christmas will never be the same 

without you). When I returned to California, and my scene fell apart, you and my mom gave me 

a safe place to call home when I needed it. I’ll always be grateful for that time we had together, 

and I will forever miss you, David. Be happy wherever you are and know how deeply you are 

loved.  

 

Always, 

Sangye XOXOXO 

 

 

Ava Koohbor :  

 

A BIRTHDAY WITHOUT THE BOY 

  

The moon was almost full                            

on Lester Young’s birthday  

                               at Bird & Beckett Books 

  

       David Meltzer was reciting his poems         

       as though words turned into magical 

       tunes       for Prez 

       praising his perpetual swings 

  

 Everybody was mesmerized by the Poet!           

               

     What is with the sign Leo? 

                  One Armstrong  



                  landed on moon 

                  Another Armstrong 

                  blew the shit 

                                          outta his horn 

  

Lester, Neil, and Louis 

                                         —       All Leos 

  

On this night of poetry & music 

I started to do the beshkan  

I'd never had thought                      

so few had seen a thing like that 

 

How do Americans keep the rhythm 

once they are moving 

inside the circle of the dance? 

 

 

Basil King : 

 

Hi Patrick, 

           Black Mountain College closed in 1956 and I went to San Francisco.  I met David soon 

after that in the Place.   

 

This is a very lovely thing you are doing for David’s memory. 

 

“Bill Traylor” is one of the poems in my book, Basil King’s Bestiary, Marsh Hawk Press, 2007  

 

                                                      Bill Traylor 

 

In the movies I found chalk  



In the movies I found fish skins  

In the movies I found history  

 

History is my mother  

She feeds me 

Boiled potatoes 

Cod-liver oil 

Drippings and a  

Cup of what is 

Called Bovril  

 

Marmite Chaucer  

D.H. Lawrence 

William Carlos Williams  

Swing low  

Sweet Traylor  

Twombly never could  

Erase culture  

And yesterday he 

He has no time for 

The fourth of July  

 

America your days are numbered 

You squander 

Your wealth 

And ignore 

Your children  

 



Kevin Killian : 

 

Portrait (McClure, Lamantia, Wieners, Meltzer) 

 

Only in photos have I seen these four together, and this is a really good one, isn’t it?  The four of 

them relatively jovial, cracking a joke perhaps, as opposed to the way they have been sometimes 

photographed in disaffected Beat ways, each with his own existential crisis. Speaking as a 

biographer I realize I think often of them in the middle of private anguish, or at the very least at 

the mercy of geopolitical despair, like McClure’s extreme sensitivity to the plight of those 100 

whales he mourned at the “6” Gallery. Here their troubles seem far away and they’re connecting 

as a group, perhaps because of the extreme hipness of the setting. Whose picture is this?  There 

were a dozen or more great photographers in 1959 nibbling at what must’ve seem to be a new 

kind of lifestyle. And here were some big personalities, four of them, joined in one way, like the 

Beatles. 

 

And yet their differences are still salient.  Are they each of a different religious background?  

Well, I don’t really know but I suspect so.  As the photo passes from left to right, I would say 

that the comfort of the subject diminishes—the comfort or even pleasure in being photographed.  

It’s neck and neck between the glamor boys McClure and Lamantia, though McClure surely 

wins if only because he is said to have invented—and most likely is wearing in this photo, only 

you can’t see them—the sexy black leather jeans he copped from biker fashion and later 

bequeathed to Jim Morrison.  Though I have to say that Lamantia was just as capable of high 

fashion, but possibly distracted by the buzz of peyote here. 

 

Wieners finds it difficult to confront the camera directly, while David Meltzer vamps in a way 

that makes me feel he’s not entirely comfortable either. These two were the active members in 

the Sunday afternoon poetry meetings held at the Jackson Street apartment of Carolyn and Joe 

Dunn, most recently memorialized by Carolyn in her memoir book Eyewitness: From Black 

Mountain to White Rabbit (Granary Books, 2015), about which I can’t say enough. They hadn’t 

the glamour of the first two, but they were working artists, the journeymen of the group.  Though 



that doesn’t do justice to John Wieners, does it?  Even in his early 20s, he must’ve been 

exceptionally weird. 

 

At least I found him so, years later.  I’m looking at the picture now, and asking him psychically 

to turn back the hands of time and to stop dosing himself with meth.  To Meltzer I can only say 

godspeed.  You were one who didn’t immediately attain success, but you were in it for the long 

haul.  Slow and steady builds the race, and there must’ve come a time when even the ritual 

humiliations of the poetry life—like Duncan and Spicer on the floor at your feet while you stood, 

scroll in hand, declaiming from the top part, while beneath you they giggled and set fire to the 

lower part—as I say, all rites of passage come to an end, and you were loved, admired, honored. 

Why that face in that picture?  Fear face maybe—or were you vouchsafed a vision of the future, 

another 60 years of it rolling ahead like timber on the river? 

 

 

Larry Kearney : 

 

                                                     or David, the consummate 

 

in the sunlight the wonderful 

one-horse shay lies dis- 

      assembled in the dusty road a split- 

               rail fence on the left. 

                             when 

                                it's night the occasional 

          breeze makes the parts 

           hum much 

                     as the breeze does the embers 

        in the fading hobo's 

                campfire empire. this 

                           was the first poem, really. 



        it fell down here, 

     as do we. 

 

 

Vincent Katz : 

 

Poem for David Meltzer 

 

I am listening to Radiohead on a friend’s playlist 

The playlist in our heads keeps playing even after you’ve gone 

Even after you’ve gone, the music keeps playing  

Playing in our heads, turning around, accumulating 

New emotions in the hearts of new listeners 

After being away in the woods for weeks 

And thinking of those one loves who may not long be here 

The music keeps playing in our heads, strangely 

Something new keeps pulling us, coming from the new 

And equally from the old, new and old are the same age 

 

2/21/19 

 

 

Nicholas Karavatos :  

 

How I Spent My Summer Vacation with David Meltzer 

 

I needed units to graduate sooner than later with my terminal degree in Poetics and Writing, so I 

created two Independent Study courses for David to lead for me. He was happy to hang out, read, 

talk, assess, and get that stipend.  

 



I put together a “Poetics of Erotics” literature course, some readings in theory, poetry and prose, 

and he did the same, then I organized the flow. I put together a “Once and Future Slave” 

literature course, some readings in theory, poetry and prose, and he did the same, then I 

organized the flow. Themes of subversion and rebellion, of the slipperiness of power; themes of 

bondage and discipline, of dominance and submission; these obvious examples were arcs 

between the reading lists, and areas of David’s expertise in prose fiction.  

 

We always had an easy back and forth, I felt, and a casually playful calm in our conversations, 

heavy and light, that stimulated and brightened. We met twice a week for the weeks of the 

summer session, sometimes at a café in the East Bay, sometimes my place at 24th & Mission in 

San Francisco. NCoC classmate and friend Liz Burke came along for the ride, reading and 

meeting. We sat and talked for a couple of hours, a couple of times a week in the summer of 

1997.  

 

They were graduate poetics courses, so I wrote a paper for each meeting and a term paper for 

credit in each course. But they were also hours of sitting with the maestro and talking literature, 

writing, music, and ourselves, each other, the damn wide world, too.  

David Meltzer and Tom Clark were my MFA thesis advisors at New College. I felt mutual 

comradery and collegiality (was that redundant?) with Tom, Adam Cornford, Gloria Frym, and 

Lyn Hejinian, as I did with David, and the feelings continued.  

 

And as I am remembering David Meltzer, I also think of Tom’s recent passing, and remember 

that he liked my bringing over my guitar. I think of jamming with Colin Mahar at his house, and 

him uttering appreciations of licks and riffs.  

 

With thoughts turning now back to David, of his music collaborations with Tina Meltzer and 

poet Clark Coolidge, for the next 13 minutes and 14 seconds, from the album The Serpent Power 

(1967), I am listening to “Endless Tunnel,” and then letting the disc start over. 

 



Jack Hirschman : 

 

THE DAVID MELTZER ARCANE  

  

1.  

                                                                                                                                                  

Essences, shmessences!  

You made me breathe                                                       

wholly unsuffocatingly                                                                                                   

in a chokehold time.                                   

  

Who always said it was me                                

when it was Thee reached                                

deep down through energies    

of the sepherocity of history,                                                                                            

  

dragged the living kabbala   

out of mediavalocrity into   

the 20th century with your  

dazzling Tree magazine,                     

                                                                                             

and I, with the Same Shame   

of complicity or subversion,  

carrying a book of porn or   

one of Heidegger’s in public,  

  

since pornography only a few  

years into WW2 became the   

official policy of the Nazi    

government, see that it’s here,  

  



on the bus or the Bart, in the  

flesh of the spot-lit, pussy-clit  

wink of being there, Dasein,  

in the airbrushed age of a  

  

planetary porn in which you   

dot your «u’s»  with cum-  

lauts, and where, unconcealed,  

KBL’s dragged through streets,  

  

her clothes ripped away. Look :   

a button pushed and she’s all  

g-stringed now, holding tight  

to that pole, jiggling tits, butt  

  

in the homecoming of the eye,   

then dressing, walking lightless  

into a night that’s all there’s left   

of the sun to wrap her body in.  

   

Which is why you began to write  

your agit-smut trilogy, revealing  

the more than 89 reasons your  

brothers were in Vietnam killing  

  

children, women and old people  

to keep spee freech holy, but,   

inside, your words were one with   

the courageous Mohammed Ali’s.   

  

  



2.  

  

You knew more about popular   

culture than the whole gang of  

bohemian Beat guys and gals  

you found yourself in with.  

  

In that early stew of struggle  

you were the youngest poet  

in the New American Poetry  

anthology. But, from early on,  

  

along with Wallace Berman  

and Baza, a walking anatomy  

of the hippest debebop around,  

the poetry behind the poesy  

  

of those opening new times,  

you’d write one of the truly  

great homages in verse to a   

bard of jazz, Lester Young,  

  

as well as organize your own  

Serpent Power musical group   

featuring your songstress wife,   

Tina, at the vocals. O yez,   

  

when you was a poet and also  

wrote that satirical satyriad  

including everything from   

kabazzah to androidism, with  



  

slang galore, Ms. Della Doe  

and Ms. Goad Emish double  

punetrating Vaginia and Lubi  

Assholiness, in a pornagain  

  

dance made your typewriter,  

voluntarily hang up its keys  

and join the Com-puta Party  

like so many other sex slaves.  

   

  

3.  

  

David, I bring you present tense,  

which is Elijah, for your having  

sent 22 times 10 letters of a 20th  

century Sepher Yetzirah of your  

  

own making for me on a last strip  

of sand fronting the Pacific Ocean  

at Venice Beach where I was about  

my Sharashim (soul-roots) poems,  

  

where I heard your aliyah and rose  

to read your scrolls. O shinshalom,  

it’s moleded for you who’s entered  

your rest, where there is no death.  

  

O membrane over the membrain  

who heard the memra and lived in  



the grace and humor of Chen, the  

wisdom both revealed and hidden,  

  

with the kavvana of avanah where  

«The struggle’s always to be all of  

us together/no division/separation/  

or false throne«. O scribe of scribes!    

  

  

4.  

  

Can I remember so’s I reyenta the  

human rice: a small blue and white  

bowl, the way here in Chenatune it  

still is, with misstart like youumme  

  

manna wheneva I sink my taste into  

the flowers and cracks and bams of  

all the mahjong chungking around  

the table singing your fave mercyez.  

  

Dovid, you’re here today, as ever  

chorussure. A chap off the old Black.  

You swim like a cruise ‘tween Marlion  

Brandnew and jung Aurason Whales.  

  

Your tune tzara beattoughic as chever,   

send kismets, embrosias (heaven if  

she’s a keener), allover wherever you  

teach the way words deathdefy with wit.  

  



In cool of venues,  

ink a drama for you,  

ever making a new you,    

in commushy, ain’t you?  

  

My kidding ever hails you  

that always engaged you,  

Nature Milkyways you,  

lyricism ordained you.  

  

Bar none, David, abu  

Lafia abraham, you.    

Write-on, dearest bro.  

Be forever ainew 

 

Owen Hill : 

 

Haibun for David 

 

Two decks by the back stairs separated by a rather rickety staircase. At some point our work 

hours were in sync, late afternoon just before the cocktail hour. He wouldn’t let my mind 

wander, or he would will me to allow it to wander, as was appropriate. He didn’t know that, but 

he was there working at something, so I decided to work at something, poet-see-poet-do. Then 

I’d say something and he’d say something, but we couldn’t make out words over the chasm. But 

ending in, Drink? 

 

Inept juggler down some stairs 

Up some more cocktail shaker 

Or two beers then safely (this time) 

To the next deck 

What are you working on? 



 

Gary Gach : 

 

          ... browsing kaballah 

 

         ! shazam !  remembering now 

 

              I'm on this ladder 

 

& the book i'm looking for's 

 

missing, between 2 others ... 

__________________________________________________________________ 

— acknowledgments 

" ... browsing kaballah" by Gary Gach first appeared in Big Bridge 11, a tribute to David Meltzer 

 

 

Gloria Frym : 

 

In Loving Memory, David Meltzer  

 

always friend  

to the ineffable  

 

and the effable  

he could list  

 

and speak in paragraphs  

the oldest and newest poetries  

 



the mind’s headlines 

the music as it plays  

 

nothing escaped him  

young to the end  

 

once teacher  

always sensei  

 

he who taught what he loved  

taught us to learn  

 

from the teaching  

we learned  

 

the only holiness  

available 

 

 

Jack Foley : 

 

12/28/16-12/31/16 

  

Now you’re at home, at hospice 

            death makes sons fathers no longer followers 

Now breath comes just to keep you alive 

            who’s left continues the fight & yes Jack 

Not to measure out your poems 

            red scarf uplifts abject rejects castaways 

May you breathe more 



            from techne’s refusal of entropy & yes 

May your poems breathe 

            the usual redeye flight backwards to face future 

A stroke of bad luck for us all 

            as voidable nervefill stashed w/ old words 

Wish we could have gotten back 

            nostalgia & neuralgia old familiar aches & places 

To Dragon Rouge 

            geezer warmup stasis approach death’s oasis 

To have a martini and dine in style and laughter 

            who’s beat now & then 

15 years to get over Tina, you told me 

            who keeps score 

How many years to get over you 

            who’re the gatekeeper guys & gals who bar office doors 

Poet 

            you need a password a look a book an agent & 

Of Music of Wit of Kaballah of Dancing of Joy of Jazz 

            good connections 

Of love of the world… 

            it was the Bomb 

I see you dancing in the afterlife 

            Shoah 

Tossing away the canes and paraphernalia of the earth 

            it was void 

And smiling at the eternal malapropos… 

            blank unrelenting busted time 

Beat thing 

            it was Jews w/ blues 

Unbeaten 

 



[passages in italics from David Meltzer’s book, Beat Thing. Dragon Rouge is a Vietnamese 

restaurant in Alameda, California, frequented by David, Carl Landauer and me. The “Jack” 

referred to in David’s line is Jack Hirschman, not me.] 

 

GOODBYE / BEAT THING 

  

Beat ephemera 

Beat lounge acts 

Beat cruise 

Beat correspondence 

Beat fairs 

Beat things 

  

Beat wax museums 

Beat food 

Beat— 

  

War Won Ton 

Edsel Fong 

Flamenco 

  

Blaze against cement 

Geeks cling to 

  

Claghorn’s the name 

Down the block from Bebop 

“Ornithology” 

Evaporate mouth tongue ocean fun 

  

Weetles and blorks 

  

Nuclear August 13th rain of ruin 



After two more jolts   Ethel Rosenberg 

Met her maker 

  

“GENE TIERNEY’S ORDEAL” 

  

… 

  

He 

Could no longer speak 

But his eyes 

Spoke 

He smiled 

Alive 

For only a brief time now 

I do not know 

What darkness he entered 

Words he made 

Stay with me 

I told him, 

You laid it down, 

We have to 

Pick it up 

  

Fitz Fitzgerald : 

 

Snapshots of a Visit with David Meltzer  

 

Leave it to this hour, 3 am, in this poetry library of an old gospel hall, to turn down the frequency 

of the visible and channel David. It’s easier with David since he was so alive, so human, so on. 

One moment he drops Blake-eyed Kabbalah bebop and the next astute cultural critique and then 



he’s into the mad wisdom of a seer. Always ready with the crack or quip, he had such a bemused 

innocence about him that he would often become so taken away in wonder at an idea that he’d 

riff up into the very clouds with beatific smile, and his face would take on that rosy Burgundian 

complexion of Dutch masterpieces. And the eyes: what gleam, what flash, what perception. 

David saw.  

 

I remember devouring his book of Beat interviews in the Mission public library soon after 

arriving in San Francisco. I’d gone west at the end of the last millennium to study in the poetics 

department at New College of California. David always kicked off his seminars with a mini-

lecture, and he’d blow, he’d go, and I’d try to capture as much of it as I could in notebooks, 

though sometimes I’d stop and just watch him, trying to absorb his words. To understand the 

Revolting Romantics, as he called them, for example, he took an interdisciplinary approach that 

focused on the social-economic reality of the time. I found his span, depth of learning and critical 

acumen overwhelming energizing, something I’d missed in undergrad. I’ve never encountered a 

teacher with such a completely entertaining and revealing mixture of presence, politics, wisdom, 

energy, and especially everlasting wit and humor. He was always at the ready to provide some 

relief and lightness when I struck up a conversation with him in the hallway after class or out on 

the sidewalk.  

 

And his poetry readings. Talk about a performer. His readings were always fun, profound, 

engaging, deep, hilarious and communal. For sheer power and pure poetic force he belongs in a 

pantheon of greats with the likes of Amiri Baraka and Tom Raworth. David had the rare gift of 

being able to put the poetry on the page and then make that poetry come alive to a listening 

audience. To this day I cannot read David’s poetry without also hearing his distinct voice, so 

natural and humane. He performed this way in a time when some avant-garde forms of poetry 

deemphasized poetic techniques traditionally used to entertain an audience with words.  

I call up David and see him smiling, knowingly, slightly avuncular, eyes lit, present to the 

moment, in a brimmed fisherman’s hat a bit crumpled on his head, friend to Lester Young and 

jazz greats, a fellow traveler and youth among the Beats, progenitor of Serpent Power and his 

own poetry published by the always beautifully-designed Black Sparrow Press. He’s jazzed. I 

mean, come on, he’s a one-man jazz and rock-and-roll revolution. That’s David to me, always 



smiling beatific despite acknowledging without blinking the stark truth of corrupt completely 

evil systematic economic and cultural repression in the world.  

 

It’s difficult to conjure the brilliance of his lectures without referring to someone more familiar, 

like George Carlin, a poet philosopher of a sort, who poked satirical fun at pretensions and the 

human condition. I also think of Robin Williams the way David could riff and take listeners 

somewhere they least expected through intuitive leaps and associations. David had that kind of 

ability. It was all in the mix: Foucault, bell hooks, Marxism, etc.   

 

I see David still happily riffing, bliss-eyed, slightly amused by the journey, stopped on Valencia 

Street in his rumpled fisherman’s hat and rumpled coat, yet with such keenness of eye, through 

or above his glasses, depending on the need. David, so alive. I hear him say, “This making of a 

poem is a mystery a paradox, a matter of sitting down and doing it, paying attention, being 

present, learning all over again what you know.” I hear his Brooklyn accent, knowing yet 

irreverent, a zip of the language, a spark, sounding the rhythmic sonics of everyday speech.   

David, I’m sorry I was a young punk in my mid 20s who at times thought he knew everything. 

Thank you for being there as a poet, a musician, a mentor and friend. I will always respect your 

deep artistic connection to this existence we call life. As you always said, Onward! 

 

 

Christina Fisher : 

 

Karl Lagerfeld is Dead 

 

     In the pre-dawn aftershow of 

morning there is now life. 

     Pigeons mate for it.    walking 

along Valencia with You wearing sheep boots 

  contemplating poised & portable jazuzzis 

  the real is in the narrative of Stein’s daily life 



     sensation & perception, always 

  a good bet. 

    we call it  ‘the body’ 

    Yes! and words are just tombstones 

     all of it already having beneficently 

     Happened 

       except when readin , of course. 

 

            Happens 

       This tribute, “like Being Dead already” 

 

        to know You again 

                       in the key of ‘D’ 

 

          Harps 

 

          joyously laughing 

        laments the nothing 

                  us skipping, holding hands 

      like students giggling 

     fountains bubble with an ear 

     in the distance  of sweet song 

     orange with an afterglow 

     of life that has yet to be 

 



Derek Fenner : 

 

ON THE WIRES 
            Toward David Meltzer 

 

                                                                          “static     &    distance” 

                                                                               to                  to 

                                                                            skirt             secure 

                                                                          empire        believability 
 

I’ve studied perpetual motion machines long 

enough to know that waves never stop 

crashing & feathers never falter in finding 

air. We are not the worst we’ve ever been but 

we’re hunting that dream. Even poisonous 

trees draw us to their shade. Like every note 

Bird played, the magician is to conduct the 

right forms out of their own being. You can 

always self-initiate yourself into density. Try 

amplifying your intelligence by building 

astral temples out of direct experience with 

forgotten spirits. We live a dizzy ride behind 

all these ghosts unknowingly answering 

online ads for catfishing continuation school. 

Have you set your clocks to doomsday 

standard time? OR Are your clocks set by 

someone else? Do you know how to air-gap 

your soul? Merchant guild decline is no more 

barbaric as the end of decay. No tone is 

random. Coltrane showed us infinite sustain. 

Turn your record collection upside down & 

look for broken mirrors. Weave the sunlight 

in your spare time. A difficulty may always 

be present & we may never touch above or 



below until we all face each other. Just up the 

crossroads a piece we lose the ability for 

songs to help us cross an abyss. After all, we 

don’t go ON social media, we go IN & these 

biometric pacts spend everything before we 

even get it. In vertigo to reality we swarm a 

futureless blinding wager. Countryside 

remains the moon. Intimate infinite but not of 

a country. Words do not correct solitude. 

Persisting pictures cassette tolerance & hand 

down hole-in-the-wall mistrials. It turns out I 

don’t want to hear about getting topped off 

with blood when water demystifies thirst. 

There used to be consequent delights for 

human beings too thunder rattled for their 

own century. Always on the increase & wish 

for colors never seen through ecstatic chords, 

countless tones, & incurable bliss. Getting 

ready for the next life takes TUNES.  

 

 

AGNETA FALK : 

 

DEAR DAVID 

         In memory of David Meltzer 

 

I lost the poem I wrote you many years ago 

the only copy I had of, DANCING SYLLABLES 

 

the day after you died I read it at the New Year’s  



Day Celebration, I must have put it on the 

 

table and somehow it got crumpled up 

with the rest of that shitty year. Ever since 

 

I can’t stop thinking about it, trying to 

remember some of the lines, but all I end 

 

up with is a long empty corridor with closed 

doors, just like the feeling I have of you no 

 

longer being here in person,  just know that 

behind those doors lie the gift you left 

 

the memories of you dancing those syllables 

those words, clinking them together 

 

so smoothly, so roughly, melodiously in and out 

of sync, just like that fat cossac you slimmed 

 

down in your poems before you released them 

so elegantly, wittily, a solo trumpeter in the night 

 

and that mischievous smile of yours, making light 

out of darkness, bending your ear to the silliest 

 

things, turning them on their head, putting it in its 

place offbeat, to the point, giggling out of every 

 

corner of your brain, tossing the whole goddamned 

idiocy of this and that conundrum of life’s little 



 

foibles, turning them into gems. The doors in that 

corridor begin to open, there’s so much light 

 

coming through, the tree of light, a bird on every branch 

singing your songs and, through it all, your eyes 

 

those eyes, as always, smiling. 

 

 

Jeff Erwin : 

 

Oh, David 

I find you as I’ve riffled my papers, entombed 

In boxes 

Carried off from house to home 

To the trunk of a dying Chevy 

The hulks of readers 

Spines partly threaded through the yellowed 

Pages. 

You had so little time for my enthusiasm 

When it was too sure. 

 

Never one for a straight answer, were you. 

You appeared a gnarled tree, fruited with seedy sweetness; 

A brilliance less bitter than Tom’s, 

Brimful of delight. 

 

I still don’t know what it signifies. 

I have forgotten whole languages since we spoke. 



Not that meaning is as acute as bottled 

Recollection, the kind of thing we take to 

Our graves. 

 

 

 

Patrick James Dunagan : 

 

R E A D I N G   D A V I D 

 

          “from”  implying 

          the work 

          goes on 

 

          whether written 

          or not 

 

                       ** 

 

           in heart’s eye 

           song limns mind 

           alert spirit 

 

           nearby                                                     2-13-18 

 

 



Adam DeGraff : 

 

One for Meltzer 

 

Scion of the scene 

Lion of the lean 

Dion of the wan- 

derers, you wean 

us off pablum, soft 

as a spoken man 

across a desk in 

a dream in an 

office of a college- 

dean of our sun- 

day school, un- 

til sleep comes, 

hard won. 

 

 

steve dalachinsky : 

 

Reaching into the Unknown 

(a re-dedication for David Meltzer) 

 

i don’t know where i’m going Billie Holiday said  

but i do know what i’m doing right now - 

reaching into the Unknown  

she pulls out strange fruit 

a blessing for the children 

a shroud of crowded heartaches 



 

Don Cherry sits in front of the piano 

trumpet in hand 

i don’t know how i’ll be doing in the future        

but right now i’m doing just fine                                                                             

reaching into the Unknown 

he pulls out Brooklyn he pulls out Mu  

he pulls out a cluster of heartbeats & red beans 

he travels the world for me with his trumpet-lipped smile 

Cherry-co   his wiry frame dangling in the Ne(X)t 

 

i don’t know where i was last night Bird chattered 

but i know where i’ll be later 

reaching into the Unknown  

he grabs a fistful of un-played notes  

travelling blindly @ the speed of light 

 

Monk mumbling into the keys 

pronounces his name slowly 

The lo nious 

reaching into the Unknown he enters  

an unknown SPACE    The Lone Li Est 

 

Craving more than old Smoke & Broken Treaties 

Jim Pepper grabs at the Vastness of the Unknown 

finds only remnants of a PEACE Pipe 

Art Pepper ties the tourniquet tight smokes his final cigarette 

& pulls a monkey thru the prison bars of the Unknown 

 

THIEVES WHORES ANGELS & THE UNKNOWN 

 



Miles Davis surrounds himself with the Unknown smiles  

whispers hoarsely thru his MUTE 

“I am the Prince Of Darkness  

there is no Unknown unless I say so” 

 

Sun Ra claims to be from the Unknown 

reaching into the Unknown finds himself again & again 

in the Unknowable Known 

 

Prez recoils into the Air that surrounds him 

he is a foul-mouthed man of few words 

his voice & skin are light  

reaching into the Unknown  

he pulls out crumpled hats & ladies 

plucking on the strings of violins 

 

IT DON’T MEAN A THING IF IT DOES NOT SWING IN THE UNKNOWN 

 

The Hawk flew when the wind blew  

reaching into the Unknown  

he felt Dexter’s hand  

reaching into the Unknown  

he felt Sonny & Trane  

he felt Dolphy & Ayler 

 

Hope Nichols & Hassan walked in after Bud 

they reach into the Unknown 

& found that time is more pliable than one would imagine 

played for nickels & dimes & hope & legend & TIME 

 

i know where i am Blakey says  



& i’m tougher than the Unknown 

as he reaches for another message from the Mothership 

& Max still reaching  

knows that inside every moment of the Waltz 

another Waltz is waiting 

 

Visions of the Unknown & Unknown Visions 

DUKE  LOUIS  BROWNIE  LEE  

uncountable names 

forgive me for not being epic 

 

Reaching into the Unknown  

i pull out theses words that pull out these words that pull out these words  

that pull out these WORDS… 

  

 

David’s love for jazz knew no bounds he was himself a musician as well as a musical poet. His 

books like Reading Jazz a compilation of jazz writing he edited which poses many important 

questions on the subject and on eof his many magnum opus’ No Eyes, Lester Young a sequence 

of poems of the last year of the great saxophonist’s life are but a small sample of his love and 

dedication to the music and the poem. Here from “No Eyes”… “no eyes for intrusion or 

delusion…no eyes for defused blues…deep eyes for struggle…eyes [to] size up every detail… 

eyes to groove for the lamest cat…no eyes for uncool paradise…eyes for that freedom wherever 

it lands.” this too can easily sum up David himself. Generous and honest in every way. 

 



Tom Clark :  

 

from "A Sailor's Life" 

 

Reading the California 

poets—Rexroth, 

Patchen, and Meltzer 

 

Neeli Cherkovski : 

 

What do I say about David Meltzer Other than I miss him morning until night and in my dreams. 

He became such a good friend and colleague, a beautiful man. Even when he was angry and the 

blood rushed to his face, I loved him. Somehow his poetry is so proper in the world, especially at 

this moment as I sit on my deck in the cold late afternoon/early evening. How I wish I could 

have him here again discussing poetry, talking about teaching, making up Spontaneous poems 

together, and trading a jokes back-and-forth. How do I bring him back. When will you decide it 

is time to return to this life? 

 

One evening I called and he read me the beginning of a new poem that would be the title of his 

City Light Pocket Poets book, “When I was a Poet.”. The very notion left me spellbound. When 

that publication happened many readers had the same reaction I did – – it knocked them off 

Their a mental feet. I mean, what a notion. David, the youngest poet in the classic New 

American Poetry anthology of 1960, Still going strong decades later could write such a thing. 

 

I was honored to perform the Marriage ceremony for David and Julie Rogers. What a time that 

was. He was an elder, but such a timeless one. Friends remember he usually had a smile and his 

eyes were forever roaming. Even when he was deep in thought you could hear him turning out a 

poem deep inside. 

 

David gave a talk on silence once at new College of California where he taught in the poetics 



department. It was after an attack of laryngitis and he was forced to stay home and not speak. “I 

had to listen to myself, “he said and then went on to deliver beautiful talk on not talking and how 

important that could be for a poet. David proved rhapsodic then. Yes. he let go of the poem and 

seem to be unconsciously chanting as if he were a Chamonix from some ancient terrain. He had 

meant to talk on William Carlos Williams – – that did not happen. He talked about going inward 

and looking for yourself and hearing things you had not heard before. 

 

Now I speak to David and ask him to come sit beside me on one of the chairs. Damn! You come 

here now David and I’ll make the best espresso you’ve ever had. 

 

March 1 2019 

 

Steve Carll : 

 

                                                                                David 

 

the knit cap, blue 

 

the white hairwing 

                                    -ing out 

                                    beneath 

 

the spectacles 

                       in Sisyphus 

                                               motion 

                       from the table 

to the face 

                                               and back 

as David kept a steady swap 

between reading 

                         and discourse 

his eyes dark and deep 

and laughter-lined       besides 

 

sweater vest, also blue 

then blue denim trousers 

and brown sneakers and 

            walking            stick 



you hardly heard 

                        a sentence roll 

out of his mouth          without 

 

a laugh attached 

 
Honolulu, HI 

winter-spring 2019 

 

 

 

Garrett Caples : 

 

howl (for david meltzer) 

 

is that my echo? 

—prince, “17 days,” 

piano & a microjason 1983 

 

i get high because i can’t get there myself no matter how hard i try. a lone 

voice howls amid a million blowhards—hey wait, that’s me!—i’m your 

mixtape now i’ve moved in. enough about me, i worry bout my friends. 

seriously! a friend of a friend dies and tugs at my web of emotional 

support; how dare he affect my needs! for better or worse, the writers 

make permanent culture as long as we’re printed on paper. finger fuck 

digital shit. the trade war with canada caused the paper shortage, is a 

sentence i never thought i’d say. shockproof corridors. cotton on the 

moon. still think of you every day. never a good time to check out. i think 

of you dying of thirst. i think of me dying of worse. neglected like a weed, 

i’ll refuse to die in the face of maximum pain. i’ll wheelchair shitbag 

ironlung. what’s the use, you’ll say beyond the pale. i saw the best tools 

pick up their hammers and fix their own blinds. 

 



Eugene Berson : 

 

David always made me feel I was the only person in the world when I talked with him. The last 

five or six years of his life we shared a lot of laughs and quiet talks, on his little porch balcony, 

eating out, eating at his house and mine and at readings—I miss him deeply. His poetry is such a 

solace. I recently read his The Red Shoes at a reading up here in Grass Valley. It soars. For him, 

the song was paramount. Anyway, here’s a few things to consider as a tribute to a rare poet and 

person.  

 

Something for You 

     in memory of David Meltzer 

 

The jewel in the center of the web 

leads the eye in 

then out again along filaments 

then back to the random 

almost pastel rainbow 

that swells with the slightest breeze 

yet holds, finally 

there it is 

just a refraction 

the field scattered 

with webs catching the sun 

as if the field tilted just right— 

all carefully done 

by anonymous creatures that  

even though created to catch an insect 

caught light instead.  Do not say it is empty 

being full of the coincidental afterthought 

the unintended jewel 

in the mind of a friend 



who then thinks of a living hand 

such a jewel might decorate or 

if he were a jeweler 

might set in silver or gold 

it is the living hand  

that he has held  

the hand that’s not really there 

motive for it all. 

 

 

Porch Prelude 

 

Two vantage points opened up for me five years ago or so: the first came in the form of new 

friends, new friends that felt like old friends; and the other their back porch overlooking a softly 

curving street in the Oakland Hills, a friendly, neighborly street, lit by congenial street lamps 

below us, seemingly from simpler times.  Sprays of light beam beneath them.  “Oh look!  the fog 

came in while we’ve been talking”.  This is how we kept time.  From this vantage point of 

huddled space on the gray landing of a back porch, we not only viewed afternoons, sunsets, stars, 

summer and winter, but also watched the news.  Police helicopters spiraled their own beams of 

twitching searchlights to the streets, tracking Berkeley protesters that emerged after the racial 

killings in Missouri and New York.  Three aircraft, like tiny errant Christmas lights, molecules of 

fear and threat lifted aloft, buoyed by a generous budget for fuel and overtime pay:  “Just in time 

for Christmas!” 

 

In our world of deception and strategies of disguise, friends are rare.  Police helicopters look so 

pretty, twinkling red and green in the night sky.  So it’s not without a certain wary joy that I 

share our perspective from these two vantage points, friendship and a back porch.  I do so to 

offset ominous surveillance. Poets can create antidotes of laughter and love out of anything: we 

rigged up a sun umbrella to shade us and then used it to fly over the rooftops like Chagall lovers.  

 

The Improbable Umbrella 



for Julie Rogers & David Meltzer 

 

chafes at the bolt 

twists to twirl 

to fly off 

 

bay wind 

yanks at her skirts 

she spins breaks loose 

she’s over Tamalpais! 

still attached to the house! 

 

friends seated on the fantail 

of the USS Back Porch 

are underway 

 

they laugh at the tumult 

check everything out 

The Smoking Deck, Hey! 

 

bridge lights 

maintain their distance 

even as we sail away! 

 

polished agates rock 

on the rotting railing reflecting 

sunset clouds 

 

                        ice slips in a glass) 

xylophonic tonic -- 

they yak & pry off their ash 



on the ashtray of brass 

 

everything they say 

is meant to be 

they tilt on the waves 

The Master The Mistress 

The Man with a Drill 

 

acolytes of the view 

over which they have little control 

 

lifted aloft 

by a blue umbrella! 

 

Art Beck : 

 

From my journal entry, 1/4/17 

 

Ah, and something I forgot to note. David Meltzer died, very early early in the morning on New 

Year’s Eve. Something I found out from a Chronicle obituary posted on Monday. I barely knew 

him, but I miss – well not someone I so rarely saw – but the fact that he was alive. A true, warm 

hearted gentleman poet. None of the narcissism that plagues all those poetry friends who plague 

me, as I no doubt plague them.  David was the opposite of that, a benevolence. 

 

 



Dawn-Michelle Baude : 

 

On Being David Meltzer's Student at New College, 1983 

   

Rosy cheeks, skin translucent, 

Cherub in the chair: translate 

Genesis. As much as you can. 

  

Hebrew letters Rorschached 

In our studenty minds. Sometimes 

He seemed to lift a little into the air 

  

As he talked, hovering over the table, 

The stocking cap a kind of knit 

Halo. I never figured out how 

  

Much he knew. Mysticism 

Is so simple, he smiled, 

Reminding us of symbols 

  

The alphabet hides. 

On Valencia Street 

Sunshine was not alone. 

 

 



Todd Baron : 

 

Dream in Which.      For David Meltzer 

 

And each poem starts  

and 

and 

each poem starts 

each poem with  and 

 

“yes”,nodding 

at the angels, 

 

and each 

crumbling each 

 

“and” “each”  

who cares 

and stares at  

their vibrations,  

 

wild and “and, yes," 

his moving hair 

and all those “yesses”  

 

there 

 

as “yesses, there” 

 



Micah Ballard : 

 

from    PHONE BINGO  

      

 

                                        “Your order conceals a disorder”  

  

                                                “Our disorder conceals an order”  

  

             stick around  

                                                  The walls always want more  

  

                                                                               we’re the only believers   

                                                                in unbelief   

  

                                                       Given this body  

            that blood  

                                                                               those hearts    

                      these hands  

  

                            Everything I recognize   

             as a weakness 

             becomes a power  

  

                                                        Must be one of those 

                                           good-to-be-alive-in-the-city-mornings  

  

                                                                                         with just enough chill 

                                                                                         in the air  

  



                                                                   To snap you awake!   

 

                                        ♦       ♦        ♦ 

 

                                     Come on in  

                                                    take anything you want   

 

                                                           “these are some Herms                                                                

                                                             those are some Wallace’s 

                                                                                    

                                                                                       Have you seen these                                     

                                                                                       Asa Benveniste                                     

                                                                                       Trigrams? 

   

                                              We moved in with them  

   but the girls  

                                         hated England  

  

     There’s more assemblages  

       in the bedroom  

                                                         “Can I just take yours?”   

  

                                                                  Take them  

                                                                  Rearrange them  

                                                                  Watch them  

                                                                  Rearrange themselves 

 

                                 Do you hear that?  

                        sounds like a bunch   

              of numbers        

                                                           being scrambled  



                                    into orchestrations  

  

                                        ♦       ♦        ♦ 

  

    Remember the land lines:  

  

        415-437-3458  

        415-863-7252  

        415-821-9129  

  

Let’s dial them again  

  

               Pass the paper                            

                             punch the words                       

                              Don’t use them                                          

                             or they’ll use you  

 

“The key to a proper golem is your own dirt”  

      

               Do you know where    

       you are? Yes. Exactly            

                              not where I knew   

                             they’d think I was 

 

                                                        here or there / there or here  

  

Time-released 

    as frozen  

    morphine  

  



                                 ♦       ♦        ♦ 

   

On the plus side  

                      I’m halfway back 

                      “let’s call it a day  

                                                  how about a night?”  

  

                            It is then all of a sudden it isn’t  

  

                          The books speak   

       to themselves  

            each poem   

            an unsanctioned necrophone  

  

Fail the spell  

            try it again  

Spell the words    

                watch the meanings change   

  

    “next time you have to                             

                          do your own cover” 

 

Stephanie Baker :  

 

“Who is the angel with the beard of books” 

An Ongoing Visitation, in Correspondence with 6 by David Meltzer 

 

3.1.19 

 

blue whale blue  whale 

 



up for air, angel body 

wakes us sudden 

 

let’s make a deal 

says the angel 

parting the little library 

between my legs 

 

in small sips 

we braid religion and rhetoric 

 

when the shuffle of memory 

is working 

 

 

3.2.19 

 

“keep the eye distracted from the visible” 

 

unseen splinter. found in my foot’s ball. 

grip. extra. ordinary. sense of fingers.  

tip.  

 

surgical grommets. their delicate placement 

our sound channel insert.  

 

tending tenuous tendon.  

from heel to heart.  

 

hands or wingtip. 

both poles held in the heel 



my pen never runs out for 

the beautiful letter you keep in my heart. 

 

3.3.19 

 

sometime 1980s. dusk. shallow 

edge of man-made lake. 

 

a.shud.der.shiv.er. 

to be lapped. up. Handel’s water muse… 

 

worms wriggle on the hook 

gross. guts.  

given but don’t want. it.  

 

rise to the surface to speak to bubbles that fear 

perseveration more than promise 

 

summer heavy flashing fish gills 

smoky taste of fresh lake water 

from a blue marsh mouth 

 

 

3.4.19 

 

trust the soak 

roots anchor  

hair to stem to leaves 

 

loafing shed of soul 

this garden 



a foxhole all my own 

 

trapped at last 

to impinge or pinch 

the soldier bubbles breaking and popping 

(we poke them as they invade!) 

 

edges in. to. out. 

tactic to soft 

for inserts for itself so big 

 

star pith inter 

woven with 

 

one little thing 

of making 

the little thing 

matter 

 

me. tree. sunlight.  

outside on top be what’s inside while standing 

 

 

3.5.19 

 

Public. Service. Announcement.  

26: the alphabet 

house of tongue 

tongue on its floor 

tongue pushed to its cheek 

tongue tipped to its roof 



 

peeks in and exerts 

hapless perp peeping 

 

humid homunculus hums in utero: dum dum dum dum 

what gentle conductor 

songs along 

 

these words are words of 

their own children 

permutation 

 

one survival story. two survival story. three survival story. four… 

of floating sargassum 

ripe with dark matter 

 

tongue pushed to its cheek 

fold worlds. world full.  

 

 

3.6.19 

 

Marquez’s ragged angel plopped down in the chicken yard 

rain rot and pin feathers to follow 

 

deer turn away from your truck 

it’s not the you in you they turn from 

but what you operate 

 

even seaglass halves 

can’t enter clean the desert’s season of darkness 



 

Vav walks barefoot in the old neighborhood 

whistling to no one but the bus driver 

you are my sunshine 

 

(the loneliness of half-spoken lonelinesses spoken for) 

 

____________ 

 

Lines from 6 by David Meltzer (Black Sparrow Press, 1976): 

 

 

Keep the eye distracted from the visible, p. 27 

 

Who is the angel with the beard of books, p. 29 

 

 

 

Ammiel Alcalay : 

 

For David         

 

So hard to even begin describing the enormous hole left in the wake of David’s passing: I think 

of his eager eyes, kind but always open like his ears, voracious, ready to listen, taking everything 

in—I think of how many things we could talk about (how few left who can, and with such a 

range of knowledge, authority, curiosity and, always, profound humor). 

 

I write to him: “I’m on the slow boat to the moon here so all I can do is swoon at the stills,” and 

he writes back: “I’m on a slow canoe to Canarsie,” metrically perfect, knowing Brooklyn, 

knowing the Canarsies— 

 

Or on a July 4th: “Preliminary warfare phat firework thud rumble somewhere out there -- terrible 

holiday -- earplugs tomorrow--”  

 

And “poet from the black lagoon” writes: “how to develop an income to keep the boat afloat?.. 



am thinking of doing lectures, might even consider learning how to tap dance, I recall Peg Leg 

Bates as a kid. Meanwhile, we toddle on.” 

 

Always attentive to the world, no matter the physical anguish: “gotta go to Kaiser 

Mondays/Tuesdays for vampiric blood boogie-woogie… in deep grief about Gaza” 

 

The death of friends, family, always punctuating the banter: “Deep embrace.  (When Miles died 

Baraka said, “Now we're the fathers.”)” 

 

    “thoughts 

    are wrought 

    w/ verbiage 

    fronting 

    deep inexpressibles 

    whenever words 

    try to work w/ death 

 

    & (ah ha!) 

    life 

 

    that's our job 

    our work 

    our joy” 

 

“last time I hung out w/ Amiri was in a motel room in Davis at some Beat & Beyond event -- did 

we talk revolution? 

nope -- it was all about health, death, 

& jazz--” 

 

And, of course: “we need to talk more about what we don’t talk about” 

 
                     (All in quotes by David) 



Edward Ainsworth :  

 

Apothecary Near the Nebraska Border 

 

Each Try hard to remember 

Resulted in a blown opportunity 

 

Spring decided to take a year off 

Cutting horses from the bottom of the deck 

 

Fixed income would sound so much worse 

If not for the soul of a poet 

 

Locked inside a mind 

With solar radiation incidents 

 

But still flying over their heads 

Described by squares as oversight 

 

Pushing chromesthesia front & center 

Couldn’t turn the tugboat around 

 

Pitch the teepee in the center of the endless tunnel 

Alchemical reaction to the direction of the light 

 

 For David Meltzer, Still… 

 

 



~   ~   ~ 

 

a contemporary Kabbalist, a zaddik whose shtetl is 

the world village on the brink of extermination. 

                                                   - Kenneth Rexroth2 

 

~   ~   ~ 

 

Edward Ainsworth :  

 

Apothecary Near the Nebraska Border 

 

Each Try hard to remember 

Resulted in a blown opportunity 

 

Spring decided to take a year off 

Cutting horses from the bottom of the deck 

 

Fixed income would sound so much worse 

If not for the soul of a poet 

 

Locked inside a mind 

With solar radiation incidents 

                                                           
2 from Rexroth’s Introduction to Meltzer’s Tens : selected poems, 1961-1971 (1973) 



 

But still flying over their heads 

Described by squares as oversight 

 

Pushing chromesthesia front & center 

Couldn’t turn the tugboat around 

 

Pitch the teepee in the center of the endless tunnel 

Alchemical reaction to the direction of the light 

 

 For David Meltzer, Still… 

 

Ammiel Alcalay : 

 

For David         

 

So hard to even begin describing the enormous hole left in the wake of David’s passing: I think 

of his eager eyes, kind but always open like his ears, voracious, ready to listen, taking everything 

in—I think of how many things we could talk about (how few left who can, and with such a 

range of knowledge, authority, curiosity and, always, profound humor). 

 

I write to him: “I’m on the slow boat to the moon here so all I can do is swoon at the stills,” and 

he writes back: “I’m on a slow canoe to Canarsie,” metrically perfect, knowing Brooklyn, 

knowing the Canarsies— 

 

Or on a July 4th: “Preliminary warfare phat firework thud rumble somewhere out there -- terrible 

holiday -- earplugs tomorrow--”  

 

And “poet from the black lagoon” writes: “how to develop an income to keep the boat afloat?.. 

am thinking of doing lectures, might even consider learning how to tap dance, I recall Peg Leg 



Bates as a kid. Meanwhile, we toddle on.” 

 

Always attentive to the world, no matter the physical anguish: “gotta go to Kaiser 

Mondays/Tuesdays for vampiric blood boogie-woogie… in deep grief about Gaza” 

 

The death of friends, family, always punctuating the banter: “Deep embrace.  (When Miles died 

Baraka said, “Now we're the fathers.”)” 

 

    “thoughts 

    are wrought 

    w/ verbiage 

    fronting 

    deep inexpressibles 

    whenever words 

    try to work w/ death 

 

    & (ah ha!) 

    life 

 

    that's our job 

    our work 

    our joy” 

 

“last time I hung out w/ Amiri was in a motel room in Davis at some Beat & Beyond event -- did 

we talk revolution? 

nope -- it was all about health, death, 

& jazz--” 

 

And, of course: “we need to talk more about what we don’t talk about” 

 

 
                     (All in quotes by David) 



 

 

Stephanie Baker :  

 

“Who is the angel with the beard of books” 

An Ongoing Visitation, in Correspondence with 6 by David Meltzer 

 

3.1.19 

 

blue whale blue  whale 

 

up for air, angel body 

wakes us sudden 

 

let’s make a deal 

says the angel 

parting the little library 

between my legs 

 

in small sips 

we braid religion and rhetoric 

 

when the shuffle of memory 

is working 

 

 

3.2.19 

 

“keep the eye distracted from the visible” 

 

unseen splinter. found in my foot’s ball. 

grip. extra. ordinary. sense of fingers.  



tip.  

 

surgical grommets. their delicate placement 

our sound channel insert.  

 

tending tenuous tendon.  

from heel to heart.  

 

hands or wingtip. 

both poles held in the heel 

my pen never runs out for 

the beautiful letter you keep in my heart. 

 

3.3.19 

 

sometime 1980s. dusk. shallow 

edge of man-made lake. 

 

a.shud.der.shiv.er. 

to be lapped. up. Handel’s water muse… 

 

worms wriggle on the hook 

gross. guts.  

given but don’t want. it.  

 

rise to the surface to speak to bubbles that fear 

perseveration more than promise 

 

summer heavy flashing fish gills 

smoky taste of fresh lake water 

from a blue marsh mouth 



 

 

3.4.19 

 

trust the soak 

roots anchor  

hair to stem to leaves 

 

loafing shed of soul 

this garden 

a foxhole all my own 

 

trapped at last 

to impinge or pinch 

the soldier bubbles breaking and popping 

(we poke them as they invade!) 

 

edges in. to. out. 

tactic to soft 

for inserts for itself so big 

 

star pith inter 

woven with 

 

one little thing 

of making 

the little thing 

matter 

 

me. tree. sunlight.  

outside on top be what’s inside while standing 



 

 

3.5.19 

 

Public. Service. Announcement.  

26: the alphabet 

house of tongue 

tongue on its floor 

tongue pushed to its cheek 

tongue tipped to its roof 

 

peeks in and exerts 

hapless perp peeping 

 

humid homunculus hums in utero: dum dum dum dum 

what gentle conductor 

songs along 

 

these words are words of 

their own children 

permutation 

 

one survival story. two survival story. three survival story. four… 

of floating sargassum 

ripe with dark matter 

 

tongue pushed to its cheek 

fold worlds. world full.  

 

 

3.6.19 



 

Marquez’s ragged angel plopped down in the chicken yard 

rain rot and pin feathers to follow 

 

deer turn away from your truck 

it’s not the you in you they turn from 

but what you operate 

 

even seaglass halves 

can’t enter clean the desert’s season of darkness 

 

Vav walks barefoot in the old neighborhood 

whistling to no one but the bus driver 

you are my sunshine 

 

(the loneliness of half-spoken lonelinesses spoken for) 

 

____________ 

 

Lines from 6 by David Meltzer (Black Sparrow Press, 1976): 

 

 

Keep the eye distracted from the visible, p. 27 

 

Who is the angel with the beard of books, p. 29 

 

 



Micah Ballard : 

 

from    PHONE BINGO  

      

 

                                        “Your order conceals a disorder”  

  

                                                “Our disorder conceals an order”  

  

             stick around  

                                                  The walls always want more  

  

                                                                               we’re the only believers   

                                                                in unbelief   

  

                                                       Given this body  

            that blood  

                                                                               those hearts    

                      these hands  

  

                            Everything I recognize   

             as a weakness 

             becomes a power  

  

                                                        Must be one of those 

                                           good-to-be-alive-in-the-city-mornings  

  

                                                                                         with just enough chill 

                                                                                         in the air  

  



                                                                   To snap you awake!   

 

                                        ♦       ♦        ♦ 

 

                                     Come on in  

                                                    take anything you want   

 

                                                           “these are some Herms                                                                

                                                             those are some Wallace’s 

                                                                                    

                                                                                       Have you seen these                                     

                                                                                       Asa Benveniste                                     

                                                                                       Trigrams? 

   

                                              We moved in with them  

   but the girls  

                                         hated England  

  

     There’s more assemblages  

       in the bedroom  

                                                         “Can I just take yours?”   

  

                                                                  Take them  

                                                                  Rearrange them  

                                                                  Watch them  

                                                                  Rearrange themselves 

 

                                 Do you hear that?  

                        sounds like a bunch   

              of numbers        

                                                           being scrambled  



                                    into orchestrations  

  

                                        ♦       ♦        ♦ 

  

    Remember the land lines:  

  

        415-437-3458  

        415-863-7252  

        415-821-9129  

  

Let’s dial them again  

  

               Pass the paper                            

                             punch the words                       

                              Don’t use them                                          

                             or they’ll use you  

 

“The key to a proper golem is your own dirt”  

      

               Do you know where    

       you are? Yes. Exactly            

                              not where I knew   

                             they’d think I was 

 

                                                        here or there / there or here  

  

Time-released 

    as frozen  

    morphine  

  



                                 ♦       ♦        ♦ 

   

On the plus side  

                      I’m halfway back 

                      “let’s call it a day  

                                                  how about a night?”  

  

                            It is then all of a sudden it isn’t  

  

                          The books speak   

       to themselves  

            each poem   

            an unsanctioned necrophone  

  

Fail the spell  

            try it again  

Spell the words    

                watch the meanings change   

  

    “next time you have to                             

                          do your own cover” 

 

Todd Baron : 

 

Dream in Which.      For David Meltzer 

 

And each poem starts  

and 

and 

each poem starts 



each poem with  and 

 

“yes”,nodding 

at the angels, 

 

and each 

crumbling each 

 

“and” “each”  

who cares 

and stares at  

their vibrations,  

 

wild and “and, yes," 

his moving hair 

and all those “yesses”  

 

there 

 

as “yesses, there” 

 

Dawn-Michelle Baude : 

 

On Being David Meltzer's Student at New College, 1983 

   

Rosy cheeks, skin translucent, 

Cherub in the chair: translate 

Genesis. As much as you can. 

  

Hebrew letters Rorschached 



In our studenty minds. Sometimes 

He seemed to lift a little into the air 

  

As he talked, hovering over the table, 

The stocking cap a kind of knit 

Halo. I never figured out how 

  

Much he knew. Mysticism 

Is so simple, he smiled, 

Reminding us of symbols 

  

The alphabet hides. 

On Valencia Street 

Sunshine was not alone. 

 

Art Beck : 

 

From my journal entry, 1/4/17 

 

Ah, and something I forgot to note. David Meltzer died, very early early in the morning on New 

Year’s Eve. Something I found out from a Chronicle obituary posted on Monday. I barely knew 

him, but I miss – well not someone I so rarely saw – but the fact that he was alive. A true, warm 

hearted gentleman poet. None of the narcissism that plagues all those poetry friends who plague 

me, as I no doubt plague them.  David was the opposite of that, a benevolence. 

 

Eugene Berson : 

 

David always made me feel I was the only person in the world when I talked with him. The last 

five or six years of his life we shared a lot of laughs and quiet talks, on his little porch balcony, 

eating out, eating at his house and mine and at readings—I miss him deeply. His poetry is such a 

solace. I recently read his The Red Shoes at a reading up here in Grass Valley. It soars. For him, 



the song was paramount. Anyway, here’s a few things to consider as a tribute to a rare poet and 

person.  

 

Something for You 

     in memory of David Meltzer 

 

The jewel in the center of the web 

leads the eye in 

then out again along filaments 

then back to the random 

almost pastel rainbow 

that swells with the slightest breeze 

yet holds, finally 

there it is 

just a refraction 

the field scattered 

with webs catching the sun 

as if the field tilted just right— 

all carefully done 

by anonymous creatures that  

even though created to catch an insect 

caught light instead.  Do not say it is empty 

being full of the coincidental afterthought 

the unintended jewel 

in the mind of a friend 

who then thinks of a living hand 

such a jewel might decorate or 

if he were a jeweler 

might set in silver or gold 

it is the living hand  

that he has held  



the hand that’s not really there 

motive for it all. 

 

 

Porch Prelude 

 

Two vantage points opened up for me five years ago or so: the first came in the form of new 

friends, new friends that felt like old friends; and the other their back porch overlooking a softly 

curving street in the Oakland Hills, a friendly, neighborly street, lit by congenial street lamps 

below us, seemingly from simpler times.  Sprays of light beam beneath them.  “Oh look!  the fog 

came in while we’ve been talking”.  This is how we kept time.  From this vantage point of 

huddled space on the gray landing of a back porch, we not only viewed afternoons, sunsets, stars, 

summer and winter, but also watched the news.  Police helicopters spiraled their own beams of 

twitching searchlights to the streets, tracking Berkeley protesters that emerged after the racial 

killings in Missouri and New York.  Three aircraft, like tiny errant Christmas lights, molecules of 

fear and threat lifted aloft, buoyed by a generous budget for fuel and overtime pay:  “Just in time 

for Christmas!” 

 

In our world of deception and strategies of disguise, friends are rare.  Police helicopters look so 

pretty, twinkling red and green in the night sky.  So it’s not without a certain wary joy that I 

share our perspective from these two vantage points, friendship and a back porch.  I do so to 

offset ominous surveillance. Poets can create antidotes of laughter and love out of anything: we 

rigged up a sun umbrella to shade us and then used it to fly over the rooftops like Chagall lovers.  

 

The Improbable Umbrella 

for Julie Rogers & David Meltzer 

 

chafes at the bolt 

twists to twirl 

to fly off 

 



bay wind 

yanks at her skirts 

she spins breaks loose 

she’s over Tamalpais! 

still attached to the house! 

 

friends seated on the fantail 

of the USS Back Porch 

are underway 

 

they laugh at the tumult 

check everything out 

The Smoking Deck, Hey! 

 

bridge lights 

maintain their distance 

even as we sail away! 

 

polished agates rock 

on the rotting railing reflecting 

sunset clouds 

 

                        ice slips in a glass) 

xylophonic tonic -- 

they yak & pry off their ash 

on the ashtray of brass 

 

everything they say 

is meant to be 

they tilt on the waves 

The Master The Mistress 



The Man with a Drill 

 

acolytes of the view 

over which they have little control 

 

lifted aloft 

by a blue umbrella! 

 

Garrett Caples : 

 

howl (for david meltzer) 

 

is that my echo? 

—prince, “17 days,” 

piano & a microjason 1983 

 

i get high because i can’t get there myself no matter how hard i try. a lone 

voice howls amid a million blowhards—hey wait, that’s me!—i’m your 

mixtape now i’ve moved in. enough about me, i worry bout my friends. 

seriously! a friend of a friend dies and tugs at my web of emotional 

support; how dare he affect my needs! for better or worse, the writers 

make permanent culture as long as we’re printed on paper. finger fuck 

digital shit. the trade war with canada caused the paper shortage, is a 

sentence i never thought i’d say. shockproof corridors. cotton on the 

moon. still think of you every day. never a good time to check out. i think 

of you dying of thirst. i think of me dying of worse. neglected like a weed, 

i’ll refuse to die in the face of maximum pain. i’ll wheelchair shitbag 

ironlung. what’s the use, you’ll say beyond the pale. i saw the best tools 

pick up their hammers and fix their own blinds. 

 

 



Steve Carll : 

 

                                                                                David 

 

the knit cap, blue 

 

the white hairwing 

                                    -ing out 

                                    beneath 

 

the spectacles 

                       in Sisyphus 

                                               motion 

                       from the table 

to the face 

                                               and back 

as David kept a steady swap 

between reading 

                         and discourse 

his eyes dark and deep 

and laughter-lined       besides 

 

sweater vest, also blue 

then blue denim trousers 

and brown sneakers and 

            walking            stick 

you hardly heard 

                        a sentence roll 

out of his mouth          without 

 

a laugh attached 

 
Honolulu, HI 

winter-spring 2019 

 

 

Neeli Cherkovski : 

 

What do I say about David Meltzer Other than I miss him morning until 

night and in my dreams. He became such a good friend and colleague, a 

beautiful man. Even when he was angry and the blood rushed to his face, I 

loved him. Somehow his poetry is so proper in the world, especially at this 



moment as I sit on my deck in the cold late afternoon/early evening. How 

I wish I could have him here again discussing poetry, talking about 

teaching, making up Spontaneous poems together, and trading a jokes 

back-and-forth. How do I bring him back. When will you decide it is time 

to return to this life? 

 

One evening I called and he read me the beginning of a new poem that 

would be the title of his City Light Pocket Poets book, “When I was a 

Poet.”. The very notion left me spellbound. When that publication 

happened many readers had the same reaction I did – – it knocked them 

off 

Their a mental feet. I mean, what a notion. David, the youngest poet in the 

classic New American Poetry anthology of 1960, Still going strong 

decades later could write such a thing. 

 

I was honored to perform the Marriage ceremony for David and Julie 

Rogers. What a time that was. He was an elder, but such a timeless one. 

Friends remember he usually had a smile and his eyes were forever 

roaming. Even when he was deep in thought you could hear him turning 

out a poem deep inside. 

 

David gave a talk on silence once at new College of California where he 

taught in the poetics department. It was after an attack of laryngitis and he 

was forced to stay home and not speak. “I had to listen to myself, “he said 

and then went on to deliver beautiful talk on not talking and how 

important that could be for a poet. David proved rhapsodic then. Yes. he 

let go of the poem and seem to be unconsciously chanting as if he were a 

Chamonix from some ancient terrain. He had meant to talk on William 

Carlos Williams – – that did not happen. He talked about going inward 

and looking for yourself and hearing things you had not heard before. 

 



Now I speak to David and ask him to come sit beside me on one of the 

chairs. Damn! You come here now David and I’ll make the best espresso 

you’ve ever had. 

 

March 1 2019 

 

Tom Clark :  

 

from "A Sailor's Life" 

 

Reading the California 

poets—Rexroth, 

Patchen, and Meltzer 

 

 

steve dalachinsky : 

 

Reaching into the Unknown 

(a re-dedication for David Meltzer) 

 

i don’t know where i’m going Billie Holiday said  

but i do know what i’m doing right now - 

reaching into the Unknown  

she pulls out strange fruit 

a blessing for the children 

a shroud of crowded heartaches 

 

Don Cherry sits in front of the piano 

trumpet in hand 

i don’t know how i’ll be doing in the future        



but right now i’m doing just fine                                                                             

reaching into the Unknown 

he pulls out Brooklyn he pulls out Mu  

he pulls out a cluster of heartbeats & red beans 

he travels the world for me with his trumpet-lipped smile 

Cherry-co   his wiry frame dangling in the Ne(X)t 

 

i don’t know where i was last night Bird chattered 

but i know where i’ll be later 

reaching into the Unknown  

he grabs a fistful of un-played notes  

travelling blindly @ the speed of light 

 

Monk mumbling into the keys 

pronounces his name slowly 

The lo nious 

reaching into the Unknown he enters  

an unknown SPACE    The Lone Li Est 

 

Craving more than old Smoke & Broken Treaties 

Jim Pepper grabs at the Vastness of the Unknown 

finds only remnants of a PEACE Pipe 

Art Pepper ties the tourniquet tight smokes his final cigarette 

& pulls a monkey thru the prison bars of the Unknown 

 

THIEVES WHORES ANGELS & THE UNKNOWN 

 

Miles Davis surrounds himself with the Unknown smiles  

whispers hoarsely thru his MUTE 

“I am the Prince Of Darkness  

there is no Unknown unless I say so” 



 

Sun Ra claims to be from the Unknown 

reaching into the Unknown finds himself again & again 

in the Unknowable Known 

 

Prez recoils into the Air that surrounds him 

he is a foul-mouthed man of few words 

his voice & skin are light  

reaching into the Unknown  

he pulls out crumpled hats & ladies 

plucking on the strings of violins 

 

IT DON’T MEAN A THING IF IT DOES NOT SWING IN THE UNKNOWN 

 

The Hawk flew when the wind blew  

reaching into the Unknown  

he felt Dexter’s hand  

reaching into the Unknown  

he felt Sonny & Trane  

he felt Dolphy & Ayler 

 

Hope Nichols & Hassan walked in after Bud 

they reach into the Unknown 

& found that time is more pliable than one would imagine 

played for nickels & dimes & hope & legend & TIME 

 

i know where i am Blakey says  

& i’m tougher than the Unknown 

as he reaches for another message from the Mothership 

& Max still reaching  

knows that inside every moment of the Waltz 



another Waltz is waiting 

 

Visions of the Unknown & Unknown Visions 

DUKE  LOUIS  BROWNIE  LEE  

uncountable names 

forgive me for not being epic 

 

Reaching into the Unknown  

i pull out theses words that pull out these words that pull out these words  

that pull out these WORDS… 

  

 

David’s love for jazz knew no bounds he was himself a musician as well as a musical poet. His 

books like Reading Jazz a compilation of jazz writing he edited which poses many important 

questions on the subject and on eof his many magnum opus’ No Eyes, Lester Young a sequence 

of poems of the last year of the great saxophonist’s life are but a small sample of his love and 

dedication to the music and the poem. Here from “No Eyes”… “no eyes for intrusion or 

delusion…no eyes for defused blues…deep eyes for struggle…eyes [to] size up every detail… 

eyes to groove for the lamest cat…no eyes for uncool paradise…eyes for that freedom wherever 

it lands.” this too can easily sum up David himself. Generous and honest in every way. 

 

 

Adam DeGraff : 

 

One for Meltzer 

 

Scion of the scene 

Lion of the lean 

Dion of the wan- 

derers, you wean 

us off pablum, soft 



as a spoken man 

across a desk in 

a dream in an 

office of a college- 

dean of our sun- 

day school, un- 

til sleep comes, 

hard won. 

 

 

Patrick James Dunagan : 

 

R E A D I N G   D A V I D 

 

          “from”  implying 

          the work 

          goes on 

 

          whether written 

          or not 

 

                       ** 

 

           in heart’s eye 

           song limns mind 

           alert spirit 

 

           nearby 

                                                     2-13-18 

 



Jeff Erwin : 

 

Oh, David 

I find you as I’ve riffled my papers, entombed 

In boxes 

Carried off from house to home 

To the trunk of a dying Chevy 

The hulks of readers 

Spines partly threaded through the yellowed 

Pages. 

You had so little time for my enthusiasm 

When it was too sure. 

 

Never one for a straight answer, were you. 

You appeared a gnarled tree, fruited with seedy sweetness; 

A brilliance less bitter than Tom’s, 

Brimful of delight. 

 

I still don’t know what it signifies. 

I have forgotten whole languages since we spoke. 

Not that meaning is as acute as bottled 

Recollection, the kind of thing we take to 

Our graves. 

 

AGNETA FALK : 

 

DEAR DAVID 

         In memory of David Meltzer 

 

I lost the poem I wrote you many years ago 



the only copy I had of, DANCING SYLLABLES 

 

the day after you died I read it at the New Year’s  

Day Celebration, I must have put it on the 

 

table and somehow it got crumpled up 

with the rest of that shitty year. Ever since 

 

I can’t stop thinking about it, trying to 

remember some of the lines, but all I end 

 

up with is a long empty corridor with closed 

doors, just like the feeling I have of you no 

 

longer being here in person,  just know that 

behind those doors lie the gift you left 

 

the memories of you dancing those syllables 

those words, clinking them together 

 

so smoothly, so roughly, melodiously in and out 

of sync, just like that fat cossac you slimmed 

 

down in your poems before you released them 

so elegantly, wittily, a solo trumpeter in the night 

 

and that mischievous smile of yours, making light 

out of darkness, bending your ear to the silliest 

 

things, turning them on their head, putting it in its 

place offbeat, to the point, giggling out of every 



 

corner of your brain, tossing the whole goddamned 

idiocy of this and that conundrum of life’s little 

 

foibles, turning them into gems. The doors in that 

corridor begin to open, there’s so much light 

 

coming through, the tree of light, a bird on every branch 

singing your songs and, through it all, your eyes 

 

those eyes, as always, smiling. 

 

DEREK FENNER : 

 

                                                             ON THE WIRES 
       Toward David Meltzer 

 

                                                                   “static     &    distance” 

                                                                       to                  to 

                                                                     skirt             secure 

                                                                   empire        believability 

 

I’ve studied perpetual motion machines long 

enough to know that waves never stop 

crashing & feathers never falter in finding 

air. We are not the worst we’ve ever been but 

we’re hunting that dream. Even poisonous 

trees draw us to their shade. Like every note 

Bird played, the magician is to conduct the 

right forms out of their own being. You can 

always self-initiate yourself into density. Try 



amplifying your intelligence by building 

astral temples out of direct experience with 

forgotten spirits. We live a dizzy ride behind 

all these ghosts unknowingly answering 

online ads for catfishing continuation school. 

Have you set your clocks to doomsday 

standard time? OR Are your clocks set by 

someone else? Do you know how to air-gap 

your soul? Merchant guild decline is no more 

barbaric as the end of decay. No tone is 

random. Coltrane showed us infinite sustain. 

Turn your record collection upside down & 

look for broken mirrors. Weave the sunlight 

in your spare time. A difficulty may always 

be present & we may never touch above or 

below until we all face each other. Just up the 

crossroads a piece we lose the ability for 

songs to help us cross an abyss. After all, we 

don’t go ON social media, we go IN & these 

biometric pacts spend everything before we 

even get it. In vertigo to reality we swarm a 

futureless blinding wager. Countryside 

remains the moon. Intimate infinite but not of 

a country. Words do not correct solitude. 

Persisting pictures cassette tolerance & hand 

down hole-in-the-wall mistrials. It turns out I 

don’t want to hear about getting topped off 

with blood when water demystifies thirst. 

There used to be consequent delights for 

human beings too thunder rattled for their 

own century. Always on the increase & wish 



for colors never seen through ecstatic chords, 

countless tones, & incurable bliss. Getting 

ready for the next life takes TUNES.  

 

Christina Fisher : 

 

Karl Lagerfeld is Dead 

 

     In the pre-dawn aftershow of 

morning there is now life. 

     Pigeons mate for it.    walking 

along Valencia with You wearing sheep boots 

  contemplating poised & portable jazuzzis 

  the real is in the narrative of Stein’s daily life 

     sensation & perception, always 

  a good bet. 

    we call it  ‘the body’ 

    Yes! and words are just tombstones 

     all of it already having beneficently 

     Happened 

       except when readin , of course. 

 

            Happens 

       This tribute, “like Being Dead already” 

 

        to know You again 

                       in the key of ‘D’ 

 

          Harps 

 



          joyously laughing 

        laments the nothing 

                  us skipping, holding hands 

      like students giggling 

     fountains bubble with an ear 

     in the distance  of sweet song 

     orange with an afterglow 

     of life that has yet to be 

 

 

Fitz Fitzgerald : 

 

Snapshots of a Visit with David Meltzer  

 

Leave it to this hour, 3 am, in this poetry library of an old gospel hall, to turn down the frequency 

of the visible and channel David. It’s easier with David since he was so alive, so human, so on. 

One moment he drops Blake-eyed Kabbalah bebop and the next astute cultural critique and then 

he’s into the mad wisdom of a seer. Always ready with the crack or quip, he had such a bemused 

innocence about him that he would often become so taken away in wonder at an idea that he’d 

riff up into the very clouds with beatific smile, and his face would take on that rosy Burgundian 

complexion of Dutch masterpieces. And the eyes: what gleam, what flash, what perception. 

David saw.  

 

I remember devouring his book of Beat interviews in the Mission public library soon after 

arriving in San Francisco. I’d gone west at the end of the last millennium to study in the poetics 

department at New College of California. David always kicked off his seminars with a mini-

lecture, and he’d blow, he’d go, and I’d try to capture as much of it as I could in notebooks, 

though sometimes I’d stop and just watch him, trying to absorb his words. To understand the 

Revolting Romantics, as he called them, for example, he took an interdisciplinary approach that 

focused on the social-economic reality of the time. I found his span, depth of learning and critical 



acumen overwhelming energizing, something I’d missed in undergrad. I’ve never encountered a 

teacher with such a completely entertaining and revealing mixture of presence, politics, wisdom, 

energy, and especially everlasting wit and humor. He was always at the ready to provide some 

relief and lightness when I struck up a conversation with him in the hallway after class or out on 

the sidewalk.  

 

And his poetry readings. Talk about a performer. His readings were always fun, profound, 

engaging, deep, hilarious and communal. For sheer power and pure poetic force he belongs in a 

pantheon of greats with the likes of Amiri Baraka and Tom Raworth. David had the rare gift of 

being able to put the poetry on the page and then make that poetry come alive to a listening 

audience. To this day I cannot read David’s poetry without also hearing his distinct voice, so 

natural and humane. He performed this way in a time when some avant-garde forms of poetry 

deemphasized poetic techniques traditionally used to entertain an audience with words.  

I call up David and see him smiling, knowingly, slightly avuncular, eyes lit, present to the 

moment, in a brimmed fisherman’s hat a bit crumpled on his head, friend to Lester Young and 

jazz greats, a fellow traveler and youth among the Beats, progenitor of Serpent Power and his 

own poetry published by the always beautifully-designed Black Sparrow Press. He’s jazzed. I 

mean, come on, he’s a one-man jazz and rock-and-roll revolution. That’s David to me, always 

smiling beatific despite acknowledging without blinking the stark truth of corrupt completely 

evil systematic economic and cultural repression in the world.  

 

It’s difficult to conjure the brilliance of his lectures without referring to someone more familiar, 

like George Carlin, a poet philosopher of a sort, who poked satirical fun at pretensions and the 

human condition. I also think of Robin Williams the way David could riff and take listeners 

somewhere they least expected through intuitive leaps and associations. David had that kind of 

ability. It was all in the mix: Foucault, bell hooks, Marxism, etc.   

 

I see David still happily riffing, bliss-eyed, slightly amused by the journey, stopped on Valencia 

Street in his rumpled fisherman’s hat and rumpled coat, yet with such keenness of eye, through 

or above his glasses, depending on the need. David, so alive. I hear him say, “This making of a 

poem is a mystery a paradox, a matter of sitting down and doing it, paying attention, being 



present, learning all over again what you know.” I hear his Brooklyn accent, knowing yet 

irreverent, a zip of the language, a spark, sounding the rhythmic sonics of everyday speech.   

David, I’m sorry I was a young punk in my mid 20s who at times thought he knew everything. 

Thank you for being there as a poet, a musician, a mentor and friend. I will always respect your 

deep artistic connection to this existence we call life. As you always said, Onward! 

 

 

Jack Foley : 

 

12/28/16-12/31/16 

  

Now you’re at home, at hospice 

            death makes sons fathers no longer followers 

Now breath comes just to keep you alive 

            who’s left continues the fight & yes Jack 

Not to measure out your poems 

            red scarf uplifts abject rejects castaways 

May you breathe more 

            from techne’s refusal of entropy & yes 

May your poems breathe 

            the usual redeye flight backwards to face future 

A stroke of bad luck for us all 

            as voidable nervefill stashed w/ old words 

Wish we could have gotten back 

            nostalgia & neuralgia old familiar aches & places 

To Dragon Rouge 

            geezer warmup stasis approach death’s oasis 

To have a martini and dine in style and laughter 

            who’s beat now & then 

15 years to get over Tina, you told me 



            who keeps score 

How many years to get over you 

            who’re the gatekeeper guys & gals who bar office doors 

Poet 

            you need a password a look a book an agent & 

Of Music of Wit of Kaballah of Dancing of Joy of Jazz 

            good connections 

Of love of the world… 

            it was the Bomb 

I see you dancing in the afterlife 

            Shoah 

Tossing away the canes and paraphernalia of the earth 

            it was void 

And smiling at the eternal malapropos… 

            blank unrelenting busted time 

Beat thing 

            it was Jews w/ blues 

Unbeaten 

 

[passages in italics from David Meltzer’s book, Beat Thing. Dragon Rouge is a Vietnamese 

restaurant in Alameda, California, frequented by David, Carl Landauer and me. The “Jack” 

referred to in David’s line is Jack Hirschman, not me.] 

 

GOODBYE / BEAT THING 

  

Beat ephemera 

Beat lounge acts 

Beat cruise 

Beat correspondence 

Beat fairs 

Beat things 

  



Beat wax museums 

Beat food 

Beat— 

  

War Won Ton 

Edsel Fong 

Flamenco 

  

Blaze against cement 

Geeks cling to 

  

Claghorn’s the name 

Down the block from Bebop 

“Ornithology” 

Evaporate mouth tongue ocean fun 

  

Weetles and blorks 

  

Nuclear August 13th rain of ruin 

After two more jolts   Ethel Rosenberg 

Met her maker 

  

“GENE TIERNEY’S ORDEAL” 

 … 

 He 

Could no longer speak 

But his eyes 

Spoke 

He smiled 

Alive 

For only a brief time now 



I do not know 

What darkness he entered 

Words he made 

Stay with me 

I told him, 

You laid it down, 

We have to 

Pick it up 

 

 

Gloria Frym : 

 

In Loving Memory, David Meltzer  

 

always friend  

to the ineffable  

 

and the effable  

he could list  

 

and speak in paragraphs  

the oldest and newest poetries  

 

the mind’s headlines 

the music as it plays  

 

nothing escaped him  

young to the end  

 

once teacher  



always sensei  

 

he who taught what he loved  

taught us to learn  

 

from the teaching  

we learned  

 

the only holiness  

available 

Gary Gach : 

 

          ... browsing kaballah 

 

         ! shazam !  remembering now 

 

              I'm on this ladder 

 

& the book i'm looking for's 

 

missing, between 2 others ... 

__________________________________________________________________ 

— acknowledgments 

" ... browsing kaballah" by Gary Gach first appeared in Big Bridge 11, a tribute to David Meltzer 

 

 



Owen Hill : 

 

Haibun for David 

 

Two decks by the back stairs separated by a rather rickety staircase. At some point our work 

hours were in sync, late afternoon just before the cocktail hour. He wouldn’t let my mind 

wander, or he would will me to allow it to wander, as was appropriate. He didn’t know that, but 

he was there working at something, so I decided to work at something, poet-see-poet-do. Then 

I’d say something and he’d say something, but we couldn’t make out words over the chasm. But 

ending in, Drink? 

 

Inept juggler down some stairs 

Up some more cocktail shaker 

Or two beers then safely (this time) 

To the next deck 

What are you working on? 

 

 

Jack Hirschman : 

 

THE DAVID MELTZER ARCANE  

  

1.  

                                                                                                                                                  

Essences, shmessences!  

You made me breathe                                                       

wholly unsuffocatingly                                                                                                   

in a chokehold time.                                   

  

Who always said it was me                                



when it was Thee reached                                

deep down through energies    

of the sepherocity of history,                                                                                            

  

dragged the living kabbala   

out of mediavalocrity into   

the 20th century with your  

dazzling Tree magazine,                     

                                                                                             

and I, with the Same Shame   

of complicity or subversion,  

carrying a book of porn or   

one of Heidegger’s in public,  

  

since pornography only a few  

years into WW2 became the   

official policy of the Nazi    

government, see that it’s here,  

  

on the bus or the Bart, in the  

flesh of the spot-lit, pussy-clit  

wink of being there, Dasein,  

in the airbrushed age of a  

  

planetary porn in which you   

dot your «u’s»  with cum-  

lauts, and where, unconcealed,  

KBL’s dragged through streets,  

  

her clothes ripped away. Look :   

a button pushed and she’s all  



g-stringed now, holding tight  

to that pole, jiggling tits, butt  

  

in the homecoming of the eye,   

then dressing, walking lightless  

into a night that’s all there’s left   

of the sun to wrap her body in.  

   

Which is why you began to write  

your agit-smut trilogy, revealing  

the more than 89 reasons your  

brothers were in Vietnam killing  

  

children, women and old people  

to keep spee freech holy, but,   

inside, your words were one with   

the courageous Mohammed Ali’s.   

  

  

2.  

  

You knew more about popular   

culture than the whole gang of  

bohemian Beat guys and gals  

you found yourself in with.  

  

In that early stew of struggle  

you were the youngest poet  

in the New American Poetry  

anthology. But, from early on,  

  



along with Wallace Berman  

and Baza, a walking anatomy  

of the hippest debebop around,  

the poetry behind the poesy  

  

of those opening new times,  

you’d write one of the truly  

great homages in verse to a   

bard of jazz, Lester Young,  

  

as well as organize your own  

Serpent Power musical group   

featuring your songstress wife,   

Tina, at the vocals. O yez,   

  

when you was a poet and also  

wrote that satirical satyriad  

including everything from   

kabazzah to androidism, with  

  

slang galore, Ms. Della Doe  

and Ms. Goad Emish double  

punetrating Vaginia and Lubi  

Assholiness, in a pornagain  

  

dance made your typewriter,  

voluntarily hang up its keys  

and join the Com-puta Party  

like so many other sex slaves.  

   

  



3.  

  

David, I bring you present tense,  

which is Elijah, for your having  

sent 22 times 10 letters of a 20th  

century Sepher Yetzirah of your  

  

own making for me on a last strip  

of sand fronting the Pacific Ocean  

at Venice Beach where I was about  

my Sharashim (soul-roots) poems,  

  

where I heard your aliyah and rose  

to read your scrolls. O shinshalom,  

it’s moleded for you who’s entered  

your rest, where there is no death.  

  

O membrane over the membrain  

who heard the memra and lived in  

the grace and humor of Chen, the  

wisdom both revealed and hidden,  

  

with the kavvana of avanah where  

«The struggle’s always to be all of  

us together/no division/separation/  

or false throne«. O scribe of scribes!    

  

  

4.  

  

Can I remember so’s I reyenta the  



human rice: a small blue and white  

bowl, the way here in Chenatune it  

still is, with misstart like youumme  

  

manna wheneva I sink my taste into  

the flowers and cracks and bams of  

all the mahjong chungking around  

the table singing your fave mercyez.  

  

Dovid, you’re here today, as ever  

chorussure. A chap off the old Black.  

You swim like a cruise ‘tween Marlion  

Brandnew and jung Aurason Whales.  

  

Your tune tzara beattoughic as chever,   

send kismets, embrosias (heaven if  

she’s a keener), allover wherever you  

teach the way words deathdefy with wit.  

  

In cool of venues,  

ink a drama for you,  

ever making a new you,    

in commushy, ain’t you?  

  

My kidding ever hails you  

that always engaged you,  

Nature Milkyways you,  

lyricism ordained you.  

  

Bar none, David, abu  

Lafia abraham, you.    



Write-on, dearest bro.  

Be forever ainew 

 

 

Nicholas Karavatos :  

 

How I Spent My Summer Vacation with David Meltzer 

 

I needed units to graduate sooner than later with my terminal degree in Poetics and Writing, so I 

created two Independent Study courses for David to lead for me. He was happy to hang out, read, 

talk, assess, and get that stipend.  

 

I put together a “Poetics of Erotics” literature course, some readings in theory, poetry and prose, 

and he did the same, then I organized the flow. I put together a “Once and Future Slave” 

literature course, some readings in theory, poetry and prose, and he did the same, then I 

organized the flow. Themes of subversion and rebellion, of the slipperiness of power; themes of 

bondage and discipline, of dominance and submission; these obvious examples were arcs 

between the reading lists, and areas of David’s expertise in prose fiction.  

 

We always had an easy back and forth, I felt, and a casually playful calm in our conversations, 

heavy and light, that stimulated and brightened. We met twice a week for the weeks of the 

summer session, sometimes at a café in the East Bay, sometimes my place at 24th & Mission in 

San Francisco. NCoC classmate and friend Liz Burke came along for the ride, reading and 

meeting. We sat and talked for a couple of hours, a couple of times a week in the summer of 

1997.  

 

They were graduate poetics courses, so I wrote a paper for each meeting and a term paper for 

credit in each course. But they were also hours of sitting with the maestro and talking literature, 

writing, music, and ourselves, each other, the damn wide world, too.  



David Meltzer and Tom Clark were my MFA thesis advisors at New College. I felt mutual 

comradery and collegiality (was that redundant?) with Tom, Adam Cornford, Gloria Frym, and 

Lyn Hejinian, as I did with David, and the feelings continued.  

 

And as I am remembering David Meltzer, I also think of Tom’s recent passing, and remember 

that he liked my bringing over my guitar. I think of jamming with Colin Mahar at his house, and 

him uttering appreciations of licks and riffs.  

 

With thoughts turning now back to David, of his music collaborations with Tina Meltzer and 

poet Clark Coolidge, for the next 13 minutes and 14 seconds, from the album The Serpent Power 

(1967), I am listening to “Endless Tunnel,” and then letting the disc start over. 

 

Vincent Katz : 

 

Poem for David Meltzer 

 

I am listening to Radiohead on a friend’s playlist 

The playlist in our heads keeps playing even after you’ve gone 

Even after you’ve gone, the music keeps playing  

Playing in our heads, turning around, accumulating 

New emotions in the hearts of new listeners 

After being away in the woods for weeks 

And thinking of those one loves who may not long be here 

The music keeps playing in our heads, strangely 

Something new keeps pulling us, coming from the new 

And equally from the old, new and old are the same age 

 

2/21/19 

 



Larry Kearney : 

 

                                                     or David, the consummate 

 

in the sunlight the wonderful 

one-horse shay lies dis- 

      assembled in the dusty road a split- 

               rail fence on the left. 

                             when 

                                it's night the occasional 

          breeze makes the parts 

           hum much 

                     as the breeze does the embers 

        in the fading hobo's 

                campfire empire. this 

                           was the first poem, really. 

        it fell down here, 

                                                          as do we. 

 

 

Kevin Killian : 

 

Portrait (McClure, Lamantia, Wieners, Meltzer) 

 

Only in photos have I seen these four together, and this is a really good one, isn’t it?  The four of 

them relatively jovial, cracking a joke perhaps, as opposed to the way they have been sometimes 

photographed in disaffected Beat ways, each with his own existential crisis. Speaking as a 

biographer I realize I think often of them in the middle of private anguish, or at the very least at 

the mercy of geopolitical despair, like McClure’s extreme sensitivity to the plight of those 100 

whales he mourned at the “6” Gallery. Here their troubles seem far away and they’re connecting 



as a group, perhaps because of the extreme hipness of the setting. Whose picture is this?  There 

were a dozen or more great photographers in 1959 nibbling at what must’ve seem to be a new 

kind of lifestyle. And here were some big personalities, four of them, joined in one way, like the 

Beatles. 

 

And yet their differences are still salient.  Are they each of a different religious background?  

Well, I don’t really know but I suspect so.  As the photo passes from left to right, I would say 

that the comfort of the subject diminishes—the comfort or even pleasure in being photographed.  

It’s neck and neck between the glamor boys McClure and Lamantia, though McClure surely 

wins if only because he is said to have invented—and most likely is wearing in this photo, only 

you can’t see them—the sexy black leather jeans he copped from biker fashion and later 

bequeathed to Jim Morrison.  Though I have to say that Lamantia was just as capable of high 

fashion, but possibly distracted by the buzz of peyote here. 

 

Wieners finds it difficult to confront the camera directly, while David Meltzer vamps in a way 

that makes me feel he’s not entirely comfortable either. These two were the active members in 

the Sunday afternoon poetry meetings held at the Jackson Street apartment of Carolyn and Joe 

Dunn, most recently memorialized by Carolyn in her memoir book Eyewitness: From Black 

Mountain to White Rabbit (Granary Books, 2015), about which I can’t say enough. They hadn’t 

the glamour of the first two, but they were working artists, the journeymen of the group.  Though 

that doesn’t do justice to John Wieners, does it?  Even in his early 20s, he must’ve been 

exceptionally weird. 

 

At least I found him so, years later.  I’m looking at the picture now, and asking him psychically 

to turn back the hands of time and to stop dosing himself with meth.  To Meltzer I can only say 

godspeed.  You were one who didn’t immediately attain success, but you were in it for the long 

haul.  Slow and steady builds the race, and there must’ve come a time when even the ritual 

humiliations of the poetry life—like Duncan and Spicer on the floor at your feet while you stood, 

scroll in hand, declaiming from the top part, while beneath you they giggled and set fire to the 

lower part—as I say, all rites of passage come to an end, and you were loved, admired, honored. 



Why that face in that picture?  Fear face maybe—or were you vouchsafed a vision of the future, 

another 60 years of it rolling ahead like timber on the river? 

 

 

Basil King : 

 

Hi Patrick, 

           Black Mountain College closed in 1956 and I went to San Francisco.  I met David soon 

after that in the Place.   

 

This is a very lovely thing you are doing for David’s memory. 

 

“Bill Traylor” is one of the poems in my book, Basil King’s Bestiary, Marsh Hawk Press, 2007  

 

                                                      Bill Traylor 

 

In the movies I found chalk  

In the movies I found fish skins  

In the movies I found history  

 

History is my mother  

She feeds me 

Boiled potatoes 

Cod-liver oil 

Drippings and a  

Cup of what is 

Called Bovril  

 

Marmite Chaucer  

D.H. Lawrence 

William Carlos Williams  



Swing low  

Sweet Traylor  

Twombly never could  

Erase culture  

And yesterday he 

He has no time for 

The fourth of July  

 

America your days are numbered 

You squander 

Your wealth 

And ignore 

Your children 

 

 

Ava Koohbor :  

 

A BIRTHDAY WITHOUT THE BOY 

  

The moon was almost full                            

on Lester Young’s birthday  

                               at Bird & Beckett Books 

  

       David Meltzer was reciting his poems         

       as though words turned into magical 

       tunes       for Prez 

       praising his perpetual swings 

  

 Everybody was mesmerized by the Poet!           

               



     What is with the sign Leo? 

                  One Armstrong  

                  landed on moon 

                  Another Armstrong 

                  blew the shit 

                                          outta his horn 

  

Lester, Neil, and Louis 

                                         —       All Leos 

  

On this night of poetry & music 

I started to do the beshkan  

I'd never had thought                      

so few had seen a thing like that 

 

How do Americans keep the rhythm 

once they are moving 

inside the circle of the dance? 

 

 

Sangye Land : 

 

Dear David,  

 

It’s been a little more than two years since you passed away, and I’ve missed you every day that 

you’ve been gone. I wonder where you are now, but I have to trust that your essential goodness 

and the blessings of the Buddhist lamas you met were the determining factors in your rebirth. 

When you met my mom and swept her off her feet, I wasn't expecting to love you myself, but 

from the moment I met you, I knew I’d found a kindred spirit. I could see how much you loved 

each other and you welcomed me into your heart with open arms. Through all the trials my life 



presented in the six and a half years we had together as a family, you never once wavered in your 

acceptance and support. As my stepfather, you were the dad I’d always longed for, and you were 

my treasured friend. Through countless phone calls and many hours of conversation, I grew to 

know, love and trust you. During the years I lived in Hawaii those phone calls saved my life, and 

our visits were something I could always look forward to (Christmas will never be the same 

without you). When I returned to California, and my scene fell apart, you and my mom gave me 

a safe place to call home when I needed it. I’ll always be grateful for that time we had together, 

and I will forever miss you, David. Be happy wherever you are and know how deeply you are 

loved.  

 

Always, 

Sangye XOXOXO 

 

Carl Landauer : 

 

Should his poems be rolled up in scrolls 

Carried down the aisle to be kissed with tallised hands 

Or rolled out hither and thither 

On sidewalks in winter’s drizzle 

For dogs of all shapes and sizes to lap, 

Blurring ink into  

Rorschach tests of words? 

He asks what we know of the journey 

Of those who came before him  

Except baggage of old papers. 

But every gesture 

Even the flick of his wrist  

As he orders a twist 

Is deep in my memory 

As so many other gestures and quirks 



Are buried in minds of others 

And his words still fly out 

From remembered expressions 

And dance on the page  

Following every twist of his mind  

With its own saxophone riffs and 

Staccato flashes of  

Words. 

 

 

Marina Lazzara :  

 

Sun Dim Light 

 

 For David Meltzer   

 

1. 

 

I seal the secret of words five times 

and get away with it   

 

I slice the noon 

 

2. 

 

Organizing these stars into one bright dot of hot 

white light 

As simple as that 

 

   

A puzzle is at hand for the eyes 



 

There is no heaven unless we bury it 

 

 Unmotivated fat horn 

 Serenades branches in the park 

 

3. 

 

a nonsense best silent  

 

  as far as rocks go 

 

just best to plant 

 

 feet firmly in the troubles 

 

  of the earth, you say 

 

narrate as it soothes 

 

 

  *** 

 

 

melancholy sovereignty 

 

  weeps like a parable  

 

a truant handheld sun 



 

   the one like that lift 

                        

   all  

  together  

    now 

 

  we’re dying for 

 

 

4. 

 

The rower of a vast assembled boat 

 

I launch the ship 

  into the chaparral fires 

Emergency systems turn off 

 

Myths always have a golden tree 

 

Stunt men and drugged boats 

  dragging sands 

 

   and paper birds for the dogs 

 

 

5. 

 

the words like pressed flowers 

 

scream gorgeous, horrific laughter  



  their shapes flattened for love 

 

 

6. 

 

The lid pops off the kettle and most of the water falls into a cup. Spread all over the linoleum, a 

geography of boxes and bottle caps. The heated steam. The rain pours down with distortion. 

 

Not even the kids look up from their palms. Once witnesses to tiny people in the fields, their 

unreadable hand lines of fortune covered by device. The starlight is a book but the book is not a 

sun.  Always trying to reconfigure, rewire, pronounce.  

 

Swamp dredges the muck for lost vowels. Only letter after letter after dot after dot. Stuck in the 

mud. 

 

 

    Sun dim light down to love.  

 

    Look up to the sky” 

    looks down 

    like a  piece of paper.” 

 

 

7. 

 

I turn the rain away 

 

 pouncing on the page 

 

in symphony for 

 



 a sketch of the sun 

 

a place the mile high  

  

 Dracaena tips will burn 

 

 

8.  

 

the dream 

into the delirium of awakening 

 

I slice the noon and  

the dead begin to move  

beneath my feet  

slap stick cedar piles 

switch to heavy 

mirrors in the room 

 

My wrists tire 

I am older when we talk 

    yellowing philodendron leaves 

 

9. 

 

Don’t put the laptop on your knees  

When the landline rings it’s my mom  

 

The kid is sick 

Nothing knocks her out  

She coughs with the rain 



record breaking kind of rain 

  Flowering currants  

 

These days there’s no turning on 

turning off 

Is where it’s at  

J. plugs in I stand  

In the wind of the amplifier 

and get away with it for now 

 

These days  

 paper birds unfold from the dust 

 that circles in the midriff of my room  

 

I’m a looker outer  

 

Dear David 

 

 6 drops of yarrow for a slight fever. Sweat is a sign of cooling off 

 and also of intense opening. 

 

 

Jessica Loos : 

 

The Bath 

 

alphabet museum that place you dig  

where one finds words letters on letters  

bold consonants secret vowels: A E I O 

U swing from brady bunch to be-bop 



Dalachinsky to Stravinsky  

Lester Prez to hip hop no eyes 

boom boom to Judy Bloom  

looney room two-way mirror clearer  

n' all the way back be do bop be do bop 

quick smooth scat B flat  dig 

be da boop be da boop be da boop  

gave you a valentine in your box 

next to mine     alphabetical order  

A B C D E F... 

la ma moop la ma moop 

every time I see you it read  

l want to give you a bath 

ooola sud oo la sud sud 

U saw me do it cat outta bag 

we made out in Specs  

with glasses of wine letters 

on letters in the alphabet museum 

that place you dig  l want a bath 

be da boop  

 

 

Christopher Luna :  

 

GANESHA TWIRLS HIS STICKS 

For David Meltzer and Michael Rothenberg 

 

There is an elephant in the room 

slower than he once was 

but ready to rock and roll 



seated next to an apprentice 

with an endless font of compassion 

flowing forth from his heart 

 

perfectly complementary 

      they banter 

aware that there is nothing  

      but this breath 

      this moment 

      this laughter 

to stave off  

the inexorable slice 

of the scythe 

 

   Cover to Cover Books 

   Vancouver, WA  

   May 14, 2009 

 

 

Steven Manual : 

 

Dunagan: 

 

     I saw your Meltzer summons.     I wanted to send something, but honestly don't feel it's my 

place.  I don't know the work well enough.  I should, and will at some point.  But I'll leave it to 

my betters for now. 

 

And anyway, I've been so distracted [ / detained ] by recent circumstances that not much gets 

done anyway.   I just moved from my grandmother's--a grueling half year with an 82 year old--

into an apartment with my brother (gone now on work in Florida).   Tiny place, one bedroom, a 



space for a couch, bath and shower.  $810 a month in a market (Asheville) that tourists have 

inflated to absurd rates.  No heat, no air, etc.  I don't mind it.  I'm just glad to be fucking 

extricated.   Tired of being monitored by family.  Tired of being monitored also by the 

government, --probation ends in May.  Trekking a few more months with my name on file.          

   This whole past year and half has been a shit show.       Glad to be on the exiting side of things. 

 

Sitting among too many books in this place.  Nowhere to put them.  Gil Ott, Compact OEDs, 

Onians, Ginsberg, Sobin, Olson, etc.   My brother said I should sell some of them that I can pick 

up later--common editions.  I have a whole thousand more books or so at my dad's and 

grandmother's in storage.   Hope to one day set up a three-story Duncan/Jess house.     Earl Hines 

playing on record player.               Despite the clutter and "no need" of more books I bought 

another today--one dollar Devin Johnston Far-Fetched.   The largest public library here has a 

used book store where they put their discards.  That was in there.  Throw away one of the only 

good books you have and stock the fuck out of Tom Clancy.      Sickening shit.    

 

My apartment is surrounded by three children's playgrounds.  Which would seem to be an 

annoyance but is not--I wake everyday to the voices of children playing.  Distant sounds of 

them.   I've been reading at random in the HD Bk, coming on those late (maybe the last) 

chapter(s) on Freud--play, etc.              Child Creator of the Universe playing with the letters of 

the alphabet 

 

Realized (my Greek professor--who is about as intelligent about the language as anyone you'd 

ever meet--did not know this) on looking that Duncan's Syntax--trace it back, is not in Homer.      

Homer uses STELLO or STEICHO.    (Thus far in my investigation; though fairly certain: 

several commentators call TASSO (verb root of TAXIS) "Attic," and the earliest instances I see 

are in Aeschylus).      TAG is the root of that verb, Indo-European.  TAG (also: play), but why 

did this not enter until after Homer?         There's probably literature on this / scholarly work.      

Migrations?  Don't know.       But loved the motion of me seeing "syntax" in "Major Mover," and 

in the HD Bk's play (I went off from the idea of the "appointment" of the poet, the HOUR[see 

afootenotebelow]), then coming on the two connecting: taxis, tag, play.  A game of tag as syntax, 

order.   



 

Footnote:  In the OED I found under gift ("The HOUR is the gift" Duncan says), the Dutch 

version, same root, is gift / gif: meaning "poison, venom, toxin"--which sent me back to Tom 

Meyer's gnomic saying years ago, "The job of the poet is to process toxins", whence I got the 

poem 

 

Intoxicate 

means to 

 

eat the Quiver. 

 

toxa being arrow, quiver, etc. in Greek.   

 

How are you / what's going on / etc? 

 

Sorry to be so long scatteredly out of touch.   I have been in HELL the past year.      

 

Also: if le bonheur is, as Duncan says, always the great gift, the material to be worked, etc., the 

hour always the gift, properly used, then is every deal of the tarot also a good deal?  good 

sentence?          This was another several hours' path going through the Waite-Ride deck, trying 

to arrange the etymology beside the tarot and Yeats' phases, along with some stuff from Olson, 

Onians, and others.   

 

How does Mallarme's Apres-midi d'un faun relate to all of this?   I began translating it the other 

week just to get at the words.     (I did the same previously for some of Zukofsky's 80 Flowers: I 

translated those into Ancient Greek, just to try to investigate every etymological and SENSIBLE 

path of every word, and it wasn't worth any sort of publication, but it certainly CLARIFIED 

things; I'd suggest to college courses: if you're going to teach this poem (or any, maybe, but esp 

those that are the most "enigmatic"), have the student translate every word through all of its 

possible meanings and then choose a word 

 



same thing with Taggart: take a page, and try to order it in any other way.  If you can, how'd it 

go?  Better, worse?       (cp Creeley on LZ to Kenner: try to reset his lines, on the Nat'l Review 

thing)        I've tried it with Taggart.   You can't              I've been deep in Messiaen, Debussy, 

Taggart, Greek rhythms.     Permutations of meter, "rhythmic characters"--this stuff leads 

everywhere.    Messiaen is as exciting technically for me as no one else has been since I first 

encountered LZ.       I did a full metrical analysis (just a charting and then looking through the 

common forms) of Briggflatts.   Choriambs, cretics, dochmiacs, are all over.                    

 Messiaen and Taggart and Bunting have so much to say about the actual physical MATERIAL 

they're working with where others will defer to ideas or "themes" or whatever.       It can arrive, 

if you rely only on those vague terms (what is a "theme" to most 19 year old poets or 37 year old 

professors?  how mired is that term, for the latter, in theory; and how obscure, by initial practice, 

for the former), at a        mashy useless substance.         With Messiaen--despite what can seem, 

as in Debussy, the "impressionism" of it (that term's unusable anymore) to dull wits--the form is 

exact.        Same with Taggart.      If you read that Marvin Gaye poem, aloud, and don't stop, read 

it through, as a shorter example poem, I feel like the reader, potential poet (poet yet to know 

poethood is fact of the life) would clarify so much more than any vague theoretical application.    

I don't "feel" (I felt it: I read it myself; but I know this is true)        Eat some mushrooms (if you 

must) and listen to Tribute to Jack Johnson.   I know people who never knew music before that 

event--mushrooms + Miles Davis playing trumpet lonely on that last song--young people, 

younger than college age, etc.                                This is a RITUAL.                      ELEUSIS.        

  People couldn't say what they saw there in the old days not because they'd be killed, but 

because they'd deform what they saw by trying to communicate the singular--something beyond 

repetition; something that can't be "explained" beyond the actual feeling / participation--         I 

don't know who instituted that punishment (I should: I'm a Greek "scholar", but I can't think of it 

now).   But whoever did, knew the same horror I feel at seeing an ikon thrown to a hoard to be 

broken.  Throw Olson to these chumps.  They'll devour him because they are many and they 

savage the other.        

 

PERSEPHONE 

deserves better. 

 



Forgive the longwindedness 

 

 

Jackson Meazle :  

 

David Meltzer was an outsider. Sometime in San Francisco, Rod Roland and I put a poem of his 

in a bootleg anthology we published of poets that we thought were unjustly left out of 

Postmodern American Poetry. We were in school and just looking for something to do. I 

remember Joanne Kyger wasn’t mentioned in that book either. But we put all those remembered 

but “forgotten” Bolinas poets in there. I don’t know if David or Joanne knew at the time. Doesn’t 

matter now. 

 

When I think of David, I think of music, but like I’ve never known great music all that 

personally. I didn’t know David except to hear him at a reading or see him after a reading in a 

bar in North Beach, Glen Park, or the Mission. I maybe talked to him twice, smoking cigarettes. I 

told him I admired him the first time awkwardly. The next time was after he had read a chapbook 

of mine. Obviously from the email he sent me (not sure how he got my email address), he had 

read and possibly enjoyed the book:  

 

“Jackson -- Cedar gave me a copy of yr recent collection & I want to tell you how delighted I 

was by it, the persona & breezy riffy tone underlying deep thoughts & observation.  Thank you!” 

 

I love how he said “riffy,” obviously. David was pretty riffy himself. Folk music is very riff 

based, like most music. But I think of David playing acoustic music, where you’ve got guitars 

and mandolins and hammered dulcimers. Very loud quietude. That Vanguard record he and the 

Serpent Power made is pretty awesome. Who else do you know had a record out on Vanguard in 

the ‘60s? 

 

Around the time David passed away, I was living in my home state of Arkansas. I was far away 

from San Francisco at my uncle’s oak desk trying to write a poem, when I got a call that David 



had passed away. I had to turn the music down on the record player to receive the news. The 

music was some unrememberable song by a 60’s cheese-folk band called the Streetlight Singers, 

I think. About the time I was off the phone, I turned up the same record and was surprised by this 

incredible version of “Old Time Religion.” My memory barely serves me well, but I can almost 

swear one of the verses went: 

 

“If it was good enough for David, 

 if it was good enough for David, 

 if it was good enough for David, 

 then it was good enough for me.” 

 

Usually that verse mentions the apostle Peter, “if it was good enough for Peter,” etc. I like it with 

David better. David was into the spiritual side of life, you can tell by the poems. It’s obvious to 

anyone who knows his poems why “Old Time Religion” makes sense.  The Oldest. So, I had to 

go write him a damn poem. 

 

    

Old Time Religion 

     for David Meltzer 

 

 

   “It’s forever” is a superficial 

   estimation, it’s always night 

   again in ecstasy crystal, it’s 

   damned if I do, damned 

   if I don’t with you. Just write 

   the poem with a conventional 

   ear, the heart of the turkey, 

   light pummeled into coal country. 

   Instead we sell every last hand- 

   off, a market fair by surprise 



   full of fan mail, frank 

   letters, and crank calls. Someone 

   stuck up a convenient store 

   in the Fillmore because they read 

   the same thing I had read. 

   In my defense, I have many 

   a confused dream. No one else 

   drinks this disgusting Fernet 

   like primitive man don’t know 

   the difference between an ice 

   storm and a poisonous red berry, 

   back when he was not guilty 

   of everything. Plants have 

   traditionally had to work harder, 

   but they will not take your name 

   or engagement ring. Most famous 

   petal on the rose the flower, 

   the one you gave all the poets 

   at a time they were going blind 

   through the verses. One 

   compared flowers to sinful women, 

   one a breeze to morning’s armpit. 

   Your suit was a dear one. 

   Your most impressive sonnet 

   was a sandwich written to the side 

   of the playground, among riffage 

   and other purply wood flowers, 

   freely sealed with the nauseous 

   sugary spit of Andalusian poets 

   who died young. I see a hand, a 

   mark out here dark all alone. 



   The finished product of the brew- 

   er’s art. The new raw north 

   blue mountain velvet. The farewell 

   blues aren’t big on words. Forever 

   run around Memphis at heart’s decline. 

 

Jason Morris : 

 

For David, a little way out 

 

After you died, Death 

Washed up on the shores 

Of the bar on Haight St. this 

Morning. It seemed like 

Your sense of humor, that 

Near-life experience 

To receive it & think of course 

Of you (generous, lucid & wise 

Anthology of ancient songs 

Spanning continents & cultures) 

&, tightrope walker, javelin in hands, 

Cross the expanse of mundane 

Interruptions, even enjoying the view 

To encounter the astonishing last few  

Words—Who was born? Who died? What 

Luck. In this room you're still very much 

Alive, at the center of everything  

I can see right now 

 

10 III 17 



 

Jeffrey Joe Nelson : 

 

Hardly in the Middle of the Day 

                               for David Meltzer,  who done shown "a" way, round the pome box 

   

Last year at this time we were engaged in a large party, friends, neighbors, co-workers, friends of 

friends all ringing out & in the years. This year just the three of us, some bubbly & the couch. 

  

Dad sounded drunk on the phone, unusual for him, but it is New Years Eve. 

  

I didn’t marry a witch, exactly, tho, she did keep a length of rope beneath her pillow. 

  

Champagne gives me a hangover before we’ve even finished the bottle. 

  

What am I spoiling? I’m not sure why my ex-wife gave me a look between cross & foreboding 

when she picked up our daughter. 

  

I was born right outside a broad – my mother. She is quite wonderful. I recall how frightened she 

was when I drove her around looking for our dog, Teddy, who’d run away. I was going as easy 

as I could on the gas of the sky blue ’64 Chevy Malibu I drove in high school. I couldn’t stop 

laughing – she looked so horrified, all the LSD washing through my system helped make even 

the direst of circumstances more interesting than they were. 

  

How to explain it? Don’t. “Now things are happening because you are alive & not stuck in time.” 

Thank you Richard Maxwell. 

  

No wives are changing place here & no jobs as far as I know. It’s true, the secret language of 

film is illusion, tho, that’s often the case for memory as well. What I choose to remember. All 

those car chases down country roads fleeing the cops whom often caught up with me sooner or 

later. 



  

Often, I begin winding down around midnight and in another two hours my eyelids begin to 

grow heavy. Turn the Christmas tree lights off. Soften the mood. Send out a memo: I’ll be there 

waiting for you if you’re waiting there for me. 

  

Someone just butt dialed me. We get one end when we expect another. 

  

Driving my daughter to the Atlantic yards I’m struck by how many new buildings have gone up 

this year along Fulton street. It looks the same as yesterday, she tells me.   

  

I hope everyone on the West Coast is listening to the fireworks going off in my heart back East. 

  

To regard the old with care & celebrate the new. 

  

It’s 2019, don’t bust, just yet – there’s a whole ‘nother year out there 

Waiting for your mouth to open. 

 

Not so wide, keep some of those teeth 

On the inside.  

 

 

Ryan Newton : 

 

Volare  

       for the Maestro 

 

 ‘77 Lionel Hampton      Earl “Fatha” Hines    &  Mingus  on Tobacco Road  

    

Eerie vibrating 

      



  Trembling hand perfection  

           

 Exoplanets saying bracelet  

    

Happy checkers 

       

Contour legacy 

        

   Mobile cave 

          

Toxic flam 

 

      Predictive text  

       

Scroll professor 

 

  Queuing with your Poet family 

 

Luna straights  

  

Lucky Strike canals  

 

  Sinuous rille  

 

    Mare Imbrium 

             Candied Bluets 

           Oboist solo 

           

                  

          4~4~19 

 



 

Joseph Noble : 

 

Sonnet for David 

 

as eyes that know 

blink seeds into petals 

pedal point sounds sight 

 

palpitant raiment in the bones 

has no eyes for lies 

 

to hear is to see 

hearsay ear sing 

upper limit where no limit sounds 

 

face to not see but face 

to not face but hear 

between the lines 

 

angel ears no lie 

angel eyes in the spaces 

peer ears hear here 

 



Kevin Opstedal :  

 

Repeater Pencil 

 

The last time I spoke with David Meltzer we talked about Lester Young. I mentioned an 

interview with Prez that I’d read years before. It was in a book of essays and interviews with jazz 

legends, but I don’t remember the title. What I do remember is that the interview was conducted 

in Lester’s apartment in NYC sometime in the 1950s. The description of the apartment was 

rather bleak & dismal as I recall, highlighted by the detail that lined up along the base of the wall 

were many empty vodka bottles. Dead soldiers. Lester was playing Frank Sinatra records. At one 

point the interviewer said that he had listened to Lester’s solos on numerous takes of the same 

tune during a single recording session, & he asked Prez how was it possible that he could 

improvise such distinctively different solos one right after the other. Lester’s reply was brilliant, 

“I ain’t no repeater pencil”. David got a laugh out of that, and though I didn’t think of it at the 

time, I realized later that David wasn’t a repeater pencil either. 

 

Eugenia Hepworth Petty : 

 

                                                            bebop Desire  

                                                        & utopia A 

                                                     edges the aVenue w/ 

                                    chicks copping moonlIght at club alabam 

                                               lee youngs banD all big eyes  

                                                      &  black sMoke 

                                                                    pErfect in the junk light 

                                   brass wounds sing it aLl 

          Through 

                                                                    jaZz  

                                                                      tEll 

                                                                 eveRything 



Jim Powell : 

 

One work of David Meltzer's I especially value is his interview with the key catalyst of 20th-

century San Francisco Bay region culture, Kenneth Rexroth.  Meltzer's interview is everywhere 

enabled and informed by his thorough rootedness in this culture and his deep rapport with 

Rexroth.  The result is an important permanent document in this embattled cultural history.   

 

* 

 

EXTRASENSORY 

 

Nearby 

at full dark 

howls prolonged 

till answered 

with bursts 

of barking, whines, 

stray yelps 

from receding 

distances 

intermittant 

crooning canine 

exchanges 

across an 

indeterminate 

radius 

the neighborhood 

chorus 

sustained  

on all sides 

through sporadic  



climaxes 

and lulls 

falters 

and for no  

reason 

discernible 

to human 

senses 

breaks off  

at last  

again 

quiet.. 

 

Julie Rogers :  

 

Seeing Stars          for David 

 

I love you with all 

the days and nights 

I have been alone 

in the toss of dreams 

and wake to find you 

suddenly, man, child, twin 

beast feasting on contact,  

master of words, disciple 

of the heart, air of wonder  

rushing to the edge  

of what is 

to look. Your heart is 

my long lost, your body 

the proof of life,  



your mind willing the unknown. 

Your mouth flies, torrents of birds 

sing to me, your lips my nest. 

I barely know you, I know you, 

I don’t know anything,  

I know more  

will come. We have both 

known emptiness, 

the wilds of solitude,  

its strange safety, its blunt face. 

We live in the house  

of the unexpected. The door 

does not close, the windows 

hold us with eager eyes 

opening. I see you, 

a tender blooming, 

a thick country of woods 

where I have searched 

to find you again. 

We are the sun and moon 

meeting in one sky. 

The day and the night pass 

and we do not notice.  

Between them we tremble 

like stars. 

 

your Jul                         

7-28-10 / 1 a.m. 

 

 



Onward          for David 

 

Finally nothing is final– 

photos taken, relics in books read 

& boxes stacked, words are bones 

you held up w/crutches, a way 

to touch ground. Mind’s wings 

flew you past us   still 

we can’t catch you 

ever skyward, answers 

floating your wild heart 

in clouds. One question: 

can you see the world 

holding your dear face 

in a two-way mirror 

where we look back 

sure you are here? 

Proof: the body departs 

but love lives everywhere. 

 

w/all my heart, Jul 

1-31-19, 1:00 a.m. 

two years & one month 

missing the Beloved 

2-17-37~12-31-16 

 



Rod Roland : 

 

Notes on Joy from a reading at City Lights Bookstore April 8, 2015 

  

Poets want things to start on time. Some don’t want to keep you from your life. David Meltzer is 

this way. After the reading I go to Specs for a little party to celebrate the re-release of Two-Way 

Mirror. Garrett went to a dinner and said he’d come back. I order a Budweiser and find a seat in 

the back next to two tables with checkered tablecloths. There is food behind them and every 

chair is filled. Jack Hirschman is holding court and snacking under his mustache. I roll a spliff 

and get stoned out front. I eye the food until I can’t take it any longer and rush forward to fill a 

plate with olives, finger sandwiches, chips and hummus. On my fourth trip back I notice a 

woman I’ve seen there before scowl at my healthy appetite. I wait for David to come it’s been at 

least an hour. I have no desire to talk to Jack although maybe I should. David finally shows up 

and sits at Jack’s table. It’s loud everyone talks over everyone else. I see David listening but I’m 

sure he can’t hear. He said Jack Spicer was an important local poet during the reading. He said to 

visit your local poet. And the door may shut in your face. A few words: a devil not a man, 

custard pie and memory lotus. What is joy but words in my head repeating. Poems I wish I’d 

written. An escape, an invoice, an index for my children. I didn’t realize I had a way about me. I 

didn’t care about the reasons why. I am certain that the necessary joy helps David’s 

investigation. Having to do with the effects of a slowing spectator. Revitalization of the chimera. 

It seems so, at least: and so the winter remains the creative intellectual season.  

 

Jerome Rothenberg : 

 

No man is an Iland, intire of itselfe; every man 

is a peece of the Continent, a part of the maine; 

if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe 

is the lesse, as well as if a Promontorie were, as 

well as if a Manor of thy friends or of thine 

owne were; any mans death diminishes me, 



because I am involved in Mankinde; 

And therefore never send to know for whom 

the bell tolls; It tolls for thee. 

           -  MEDITATION XVII, Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, John Donne 

 

David Meltzer came into poetry, as I and many of us did, when he was very young, and now that 

his life of poetry and so much else has ended, I feel the loss and how it diminishes me and all of 

us who knew and loved him.  The John Donne poem with which I opened this was familiar to 

both of us from our first years as poets, and when we first met, there was an instant recognition 

and delight to recall how young we both were when we declared ourselves as poets.   

I didn’t know David in his first public days as a poet – the youngest of those whom Don Allen 

brought into the New American poetry – but when we met, the thrill of finding him for me was 

instantaneous: a still young poet (a few years younger than I was) who had started to deliver on 

his teenage dream, to write “a poem (or history) of everything.”  I mean that David was already 

into it: a grand ambition delivered by a man of modest posture, open to hidden worlds but also to 

the mundane world around us, that “most familiar world,” Charles Olson wrote, from which we 

are so often and so tragically “estranged.”   

 

Our initial meeting must have been around 1971, when Diane and I came to San Diego for two 

or three months and traveled up to the Bay Area, to San Francisco, and were able for the first 

time to meet and spend time with David and others here and in Bolinas where he was then living.  

If poetry was a crucial part of what brought us together, family was as well, the warmth we felt 

in the presence of him and Tina and their children, and that was something that continued as long 

as we knew him, past Tina’s death and his later years with Julie Rogers.   

 

When I had the good fortune to write the pre-face for David’s Copy, his selected poems, in 2005, 

I recalled the revelation that came to me with the publication in the 1970s of his poem “The 

Golem Wheel,” with the opening line of one stanza “The Jew in me is the ghost of me,” which I 

read with a sense of wonder & recognition and was thereby smitten.  I mention this as a 

recollection of my own very personal discovery of David and the realization that he was, like any 

major artist, building a special world: a meltzer-universe in this case that spoke to some of us in 



terms of our own works & aspirations.  His pursuit of origins of all sorts (let me stress the “all”) 

was otherwise relentless — not only in his poems but with a magazine & a press that also took as 

their point of departure or entry the hidden worlds of Jewish kabbalists & mystics, and sped 

around the world from there. That magazine, called Tree (etz hayyim, the tree of life, in Hebrew), 

was connected as well to a series of anthologies of his devising (Birth; Death; The Secret 

Garden: An Anthology of the Kabbalah), alongside chronicles of jazz writing and jazz reading 

and of poetry — Beat and other — that had emerged or was emerging from the place in 

California where he lived and worked. 

 

* * * 

 

TENS, FOR DAVID MELTZER 

  

Ten riches. 

Ten fountains. 

Ten wrestlings. 

Ten cities. 

Ten wonders. 

Ten hairs. 

Ten 

& ten. 

 

Michael Rothenberg : 

 

ELEPHANT ON THE ROAD FOR DAVID MELTZER 

 

A miniature life hangs from my neck 

It could be a bull in a China shop or Ganesh  

carried across the world. I will follow you there  

and back, David, if you don’t mind a little  

death in the accompanying vapor 



 

A bandoneón stretches over the horizon 

A tango, secret life of dust 

The jazz tradition and the tradition it defies 

We’re going there now because we must 

 

Tilting at windmills in the solar age 

How could I confuse you with the last beat crusade? 

With your new-worn beard, Fu-Manchu,  

cherub face, and all those sticks and legs  

and wheels you’ve got going on for you  

as you amble around poetry? 

 

It’s another kind of machinery that drops me  

on the stage, explains it all away. With you I have  

joined a Kabbalistic parade. Along with  

the 23 year old alcoholic Iraqi vet, with skin cancer,  

memory loss, and post-traumatic stress syndrome  

who wants to be a writer. We’re on a jet plane together 

On our way back home to Oakland from Victoria, BC  

You’re high on pills and wine. You tell him  

he must write it all down. The apocalypse,  

so he doesn’t forget what hurt him so badly 

Write it down on those scraps of paper he hordes,  

the ones he stuffs in his civilian coat pockets 

The bloody fragments he can’t throw away,  

trying to hold it all together 

 

We go on. We go on. And the fuzzy ball of a dog 

Your mangy totem barks at your heels, licks your face 

Listens for his Master’s Voice. Is that you, David? 



Flight delayed. Caught in a tornado in Kansas 

A thunderstorm in Oklahoma. A black hole in Utah. . . 

 

Remember that beautiful white town in the mountains  

where you spoke about the beginning and end  

with all the other great elephants on the verge of extinction 

How you’ve been herded under the Beat banner  

to convince the natives you are not a total lunatic? 

 

Ah! Those gray-haired ladies adored you. Bark!  

Here comes Ziggy, our mascot with his fuzzy balls  

and pink nose. Our totem bliss. . . 

 

Unable to rest, rushing to Sabbath, rushing to gig  

A jazz mitzvah on high-wire, wired on the street  

outside the sushi restaurant saturated in sake and hemp,  

you want to keep partying until dawn 

but we’ve got a plane to catch, David, another mission  

to make. That province by the bayou awaits  

your singular breath, let’s go 

 

Trombones, accordions, fiddles and clarinets. . . 

 

In New Orleans they don’t who you are there,  

so they don’t think about you, but we’re making you known 

Gnarly hands on the frets. That giant shoe 

Your clear young voice in old chords streaming through  

a cosmos of pick-up sticks. Let’s go, let’s go, David 

Let’s pick it up from here. 

 

   2009-2017 



Collin Schuster : 

 

VARNISH FOR GLOVES, 

            SHADOWS FOR SWAG 

 

Rebecca West and H. G. Wells.  

Correspondents in the pure jaguar.  

Yellow for morning glories. 

Smoking oil for hops. 

David Meltzer. 

When I was a poet. 

Bee swag reflector tomatoes. 

Owl in Paul's garden. 

Blistered skin 

          hummingbirds hibernate 

old conversation 

In the same salted ancient night 

 

Cedar Sigo : 

 

Like Someone in Love: Late Night Thoughts for David Meltzer 

 

 

“Why does everyone die 

just 

when we got to know each other 

 

all of me why not 

take all of me” 

 

                            from No Eyes: Lester Young 

\\\ 

 



What I seemed to have in common with David Meltzer was a deep love of the American 

Songbook meaning Cole Porter, Duke Ellington, Johnny Mercer, Harold Arlen, Irving Berlin, 

Gershwin of course and within that cosmos our old engraved jewels of songs, personal favorites 

which we would indicate to each other over time. We would discuss how That’s All as sung by 

June Christy is in fact an entirely different song after Dinah Washington gets inside of it, 

whether live on stage or within the studio. It is the same with poets, we are constantly turned on 

by and so rewriting each other’s changes. The lyrics from this collective American Songbook 

were just as smooth and collapsible as the ghost of the melody and would provoke (hopefully) a 

long chase through the night 

 

“Smoking, drinking, never thinking/ of tomorrow/ nonchalant/ diamonds shining/ dancing,  

dining/ with some man in a restaurant/ is that all you really want?”  

– Billy Strayhorn  

 

I think David could sense that I knew both the music and lyrics by heart and also where they 

might need to break apart, time and time again. 

 

His charming patter between poems was always the first thing I flashed on the morning after his 

readings. Proof that you could really be yourself on stage was extremely helpful. Performance 

can become so deluded when you think you are setting up a clever trap for the audience in 

advance of your voice. But there were no tricks like this needed with David. He played his tune, 

cuing us all slightly as to when it might change. He would attempt to connect that space between 

lines and let you hang there, it was mostly about making the reading a multidimensional 

experience. It was like gathering to hear winter stories in the long-house. There was something 

shamanistic about him, a word which has almost been drained of its ceremonial urgency. The 

mere memory of David helps to restore its meaning actually.   

 

\\\ 

 

We never studied together formally, looking back now, that is one of the few regrets of my life. I 

would always hand off extra copies of my early books to Micah Ballard each inscribed in 



advance to Meltzer. Of all of the ‘Bolinas’ poets that moved in and out of New College in the 

early 2000’s David seemed to me the most ageless, possessed of a glimmering youth that went 

beyond body, a purely physic space. How remarkable that he would meet us on equal ground 

time and time again, even after years of encountering thirsty poets.  

 

Micah and I once hung a tiny show of David’s collages at the Lew Gallery, which doubled as 

Micah’s office just off of Valencia St. We would unscrew the office door from its hinges to 

indicate when this transformation had occurred. The door itself was a wonderful welcoming 

work. I remember at David’s opening that we smoked hash while sliding further down upon the 

cool tile floors and through it all David’s voice right there, coaching us while also allowing for 

bliss.  

 

\\\ 

 

I always loved that one of his later pamphlets was titled Stuntman. He had the best way of 

kidding himself, somewhat ruthlessly but always bringing down the house around him. He would 

give almost anything for a laugh, an easy way out. Someone needs to put his chronology down 

for poets of the future to study and enjoy. His story moves from NY to LA to SF to Bolinas to 

England to Richmond, then of course each individual collection of poems has a bundle of stories 

attached. He was also a great editor of anthologies on Birth, Death, Jazz, The Kabbalah. I am 

also dying to get my hands on more issues of Tree, his alchemical magazine and press. This is 

only a glossing, a smash and grab from the several arcs within his story 

 

\\\ 

 

The Dark Continent  

Ragas 

Semina VI (the clown) 

 

    “the Center  

Peg of Circus 

with Barnum’s elephants 



& Ringling’s floats. A matter of mask & 

                            instant. There are no statues 

                                       of clowns.” 

 

A million Selected Poems 

Six, Arrows, Tens? 

 

David’s Copy  

 

which always  

came inscribed  

with the marble  

faces of gods 

                          

\\\ 

 

On the day David passed I was writing a short introduction for a limited-edition Selected Works 

with the artist Frank Haines. Rereading it now the intro was clearly an occasion to write through 

the mythic qualities of David’s life, the particles left charged in his poems as well as his affection 

for teachers like Robert Duncan. I will close with the last paragraph from that piece: 

 

“I try and find new ways of brooking the rush until it begins to flow. The lines in the tide brush 

up against one another, they pinpoint the intrigue like a soundtrack for film, release of trap doors, 

the cutting of strings, no beginning or end in a realm that exists…. I can’t deny this sensation nor 

ever totally grasp it. The poem has its own existence.” 

 

Tate Swindell : 

 

Surfing Sunrise, Sunset 

                                                for David Meltzer 12/16/17 

 

Pomes  

     come and go 

            in an instant 

 



             

               fly by  

 

           run off  

 

with  

the same 

       breath 

        of wind 

 

 

but they  

are never 

truly 

      GONE 

 

these are waves 

      DIG! 

 

you might  

         not catch 

      the first one 

        that rolls thru 

        

or the next 

 

or the next 

  

or the one 

          after that 

 



but  

 weightlessness        is  bliss 

 

 

Take as many  

 

DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP  

 

breaths 

     as you can  

 

while  

     Surfing  

    Sunrise 

                Sunset 

 

Moonrise        

  Moonset 

 

 

and some  

  afternoons  

      in between 



Sunnylyn Thibodeaux : 

 

What Better Time to Open Up the Zohar? 

                                           for David Meltzer 

  

Lorca’s in the tub singing 

about the rescue of America 

in some gospel sounding croak 

I’m staring at the framed Berman 

image for Luna’s cover recalling how 

it functioned as some sort of 12-step 

program’s guide during a bad run 

The way you chuckled with sincerity 

and good tales of the bad runs 

of famed poets. Spinning 

the light to ensure I knew I was 

in good company. I’d give a left 

just to be Lamantia hiding from you 

on the other side of the street 

It would ensure that you’re still here 

and I could tell you of Lorca’s songs 

and how she views the world exactly 

the way you would’ve taught her to 

 

Edwin Forrest Ward and Marcia Diane Ward : 

 

Before my wife Marcia and I ever discovered The Temple of Man, years before we were 

ordained, I (Ed) knew about David Meltzer. His book, The Journal of The Birth, a Xerox copy of 

its pages, had found its way into our hands via an on-the-downlow midwife. Its simple 

profundity encouraged us to seek home births for our children, a not so easy task in the early 



eighties as the laws of Colorado did not sanction midwifery at that time. Of course, having  

pursued the poet’s path since high school, I also knew something of David’s poetry and his status 

in the world of poets. Larry Lake of Denver’s Bowery Press had taken it upon himself to educate 

me further about the Venice/San Francisco poetry scenes. Still, it must be said that it was 

David’s real world record of the birth that pushed us - beyond ever turning back - to seek 

outsider higher consciousness. Eventually both Marcia and were ordained in the Temple of Man, 

and hence we came to meet David in person at the memorial for Tony Scibella twenty some 

years after the birth of our first son. Lucky, lucky us! 

 

Lew Welch : 

 

Say, Dave, did I ever tell you my definition of fame? It’s when people know you that you don’t 

know. 

(as reported by Meltzer in Rock Tao) 

 

Nicholas James Whittington :  

 

THE POEMS ARE A PARENTHOOD 

                                                                         for David Meltzer 

 

around the corner lurk specters of our own removes 

                                           from the old men the elders 

                                           and from the young 

                                                              babbling  

                                                              in their inimitable way 

 

about the only things that matter 

sleeping eating and getting clean 

after eliminating all the toxic and wasteful logic of late 



nightlives and day jobs we’ve moved on from 

 

we arrange the plates knives pillows tinder  

as to appropriate danger  

                                              and enable          

                                              a fulsome growth 

 

but the fasteners seldom hold 

and their fascinations outmuscle us 

no matter how we align ourselves 

in this moment 

 

                                all the steps we’ve taken 

                                have been taken from us 

 

the paths are slippery with shadows 

unanticipated roots & vines like tethers 

our minds neither prophesize  

            nor understand 

 

Jim Willems : 
 

Ah David 

For me always Vav, and I to him Yod.  In a conversation which began in the 70's with Tree while 

I edited Isthmus.  I would take a bus to Richmond, and Tina would pick me up. (David didn't 

drive.)  I would eat dinner and stay up to really late, sleeping in a guest bedroom on a single bed. 

 So many poems in that period. David was approaching and was approached 

by Black Sparrow. They did lovely book of his poems. Tree published Opening the Cube which 

was a book of my Kabbalah poems. Isthmus devoted its third issue to the poetry of Meltzer, 

Hirschman and John Brandi. Sometimes Tina would sing to David's guitar.  Once we listened to 



the Vanguard recording of their The Serpent Power.  Very important times for me.  David and I 

both half breeds, not Jewish on both sides.  David an intellectual omnivore: introducing me to 

new wines, to emerging jazz folk, to his wonderful daughters, and eventually to Adam the son. 

We were both affected with weird illnesses, of which he eventually died. Tina died of cancer. 

Ten surgeries and cancer later I am still here. David the close companion, friend, teacher, 

comrade and wise one all in one.   I miss you. Deeply. Yes, David. Always. 



P O E M S C R O L L 
 

3 

 

for David Meltzer 
maestro  

: 

friend ▪ professor ▪ poet ▪ mentor ▪ editor ▪ sofer ▪ musician ▪ scholar 

17 : II : 1937  –  31 : XII : 2016 

                                                           
3 drawing by David Meltzer, unpublished manuscript  


